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Always stay the course and never veer off path, 

j run everywhere and hustle, never expect that 

|anything is owed and that it must be earned, S practice like you play, unless of course you have a 

horrible week of practice then adjust and make 

up for in the game, the hardest thing to over¬ 

come is adversity, the best feeling in the world is 

overcoming that adversity so aim high and hit 

find someth,n9 inside that motivatesyou 
Nm!whether it be family. Faith or simply pride, most 

' importantly never show weakness 



Drumming 

Drumming, drumming, drumming 
The drums are humming, humming, humming. 
The rhythms hep coming, coming, coming 

I hear the guitar strumming, strumming, strumming. 

My foot is on the pedal, 
The stich are nice and round. 
My foot feels the cold metal, 

My stich are bouncing around. 

Drumming, drumming, drumming 
The drums are humming, humming, humming. 
The rhythms hep coming, coming, coming 

I hear the guitar strumming, strumming, strumming. 

I hit the snare with force, 
I hear the cymbals start ringing. 
My music is following its course, 

Ho*, my music is singing. 

Drumming, drumming, drumming 
The drums are humming, humming, humming. 
The rhythms hep coming, coming, coming 

I hear the guitar strumming, strumming, strumming. 

By: Austin Benson 





Faith By: Ryan Greenwood 
Long ago he breathed a loving soul into me. 

And when the first of many long years was just beginning. 

Do you have your ticket for this wondrous performance, called life? 

I cannot see, hear, or touch my God but I know he is always there, do you? 

He give me one life time to become the best I can be, 

He allows me to choose my own path. 

Through him my life is happy, and hopeful and honorable 

I seemed strong and unstoppable when I was young; be soon realized 1 was wrong, 

Fie is strong and I am weak in others eyes, 

My heart is kind and loving, but always restless. 

My religious faith is the most filling in the world, 

At times, my life feels like some over turned boulder spilt in half, 

I try hard to wait patiently, and still be a little hopeful, 

I need to learn to let go of the smal l things with my heart, as he did 

The rising moon tries to cover the helpless world with a blanket of darkness 

Everything seems as it’s pinning me down, 

The earth is sick and lost I am with him, find me 

In these dark days of numerous Evil Spirits, he watches over me 

Only my master can detect my true sorrow and happiness 

He’ll catch me in his loving, outstretched arms, though it is far, 

I want to go to heaven on day when my time is up. 

Carry me out of here and back into youi sheltering arms, 

The last battle of my life was fought, 

'T he golden, sun slowly, as if bathing, setting into the sea of seas. 



By: Allyssa Ramos 

The rain, falling on the ground like tears of a restless little girl, 
I had never realized how important she was until she was gone. 

If only I had listened to the one who meant the world to me. 
“Daddy, why wasn’t 1 ever good enough for you?” 

Only in my dreams will my daughter come back to me. 

Searching, as far as I could, 
I wait for the next sign of what to do. 
And still, I will rise again to my feet. 

Her last word she said to me was heart-dropping, 
“Bye.” 

Am I ready for her to leave for good? 
My life is a walking nightmare without the light to my world. 

And it was dreadful of me to suffocate her dreams. 

Searching, as far as I could, 
I wait for the next sign of what to do. 
And still, I will rise again to my feet. 

I have come, searching amongst the path of loneliness 
And now I am on my knees, praying, 

“God help me; give me the strength to get through this” was my prayer to the Lord. 

Searching, as far as I could, 
I wait for the next sign of what to do. 
And still, I will rise again to my feet. 

I want to give-up searching, but the Lord gives me strength to continue on. 
“I achieved it!” I glorified. 

I have broken away from my past. 
Now there is nowhere to hide, but to stand tall. 

Searching, as far as I could, 
I wait for the next sign of what to do. 
And still, I will rise again to my feet. 

I am still here, my loving daughter, I always will be. 

The Lord’s strength will guide you with a strong hand, 
And on my daughter’s cheek and o’er her brow sadness flows down. 

Fall in love with the love and glory He offers. 
Believe it, trust me, and trust Llim. 

Sear ching, as far as I could, 
I wait for the next sign of what to do. 
And still, I will rise again to my feet. 
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The Do’s and Don’ts o| Freshman Year 
By: Katelyn Tharp 

Don’t crowd the hallways during passing time; don’t 

cut in the lunch line; don’t isolate yourself, meet new 

people; don’t be afraid to try new things, join a team or a 

club; don’t let others make you feel inferior because you 

may have different interests; and most importantly don’t 

be afraid of change, high school is all about changing and 

learning to grow into the well-rounded adult you are soon 

to become. But I’m scared of what people might think of 

/77^/you want to be involved in school, go to games, plays, 

sport events and develop school spirit; have good study 

habits, do your homework; reach out to people and make 

new friends; be quiet when it is appropriate, but don’t be 

shy; it’s ok if you are late to class the first few days, 

teachers expect that; but what if l look stupid coming into 

class late; it happens to the best of us at one point or 

another. Overall be willing to accept change and meet new 

people but don’t change yourself negatively just to fit in. 
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I am a Bears Fan 
I wonder why anyone would like the Packers 
I hear the ringing of victory coming out of Soldier Field 

I see Urlacher hoisting the Lombardi Trophy 
I want to be there when they win it all 

I am a Bears Fan 

1 pretend Walter Payton is still alive 
I feel the energy the team brings to Chicago 

I touch the remote to turn on the game 
I worry but don’t care about Rex Grossman’s future 
I cry when they lose, which rarely happens 

I am a Bears Fan 
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I understand its not 1985 anymore 
I say the Bears are the best in the pros 
1 dream about one day playing for the Bears 

I try to watch every game 
I hope all Packer fans suffer 
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Never let go of the one you love for the one you like-the one you like will leave you for 
the one they love, it’s a chain reaction, a chain reaction of: hearts being broken, tears 
falling off their faces, not being able to think or see straight; all those things come with 
being in a relationship; always hold her close, never dream of letting her go, boy-wrap 
your arms around her waist, tell her you never want to let her go, and mean it for God’s 
Sake!; girl-tell him you don’t ever want to be out of his arms, and mean it; mean 
everything you say to that special person, they might be the “right one”, stop with all the 

drama-who says you have to listen to it?; just let them say what they want to, don’t listen 
to anything being said, all it will do is split your relationship apart little by little; but what 
if I can Y take it anymore, it ’s too overpowering?, then converse with her about it, tell her 
all the drama is taking a toll on you and it’s getting hard to handle-she might even feel the 
same way, work through everything together and hold her close not letting her go; when 
she runs up to you crying, don’t ask what’s wrong right away-she’H tell you when the 
time is right for her, instead hold her close and let her cry on your shoulder; if she pulls 
away and starts walking, chase after her-most likely she wants you to and she’s seeing if 
you’re concerned enough about her that you will, grab her arm and pull her into you, hold 
her close and never let go; when at a haunted house or watching a bloodcurdling movie; 
hold her close when she screams and is frightened, don’t laugh or tease her for being 
frightened-girls get scared easily; when she’s scared and becomes skeptical of everything 
people say and what you do, hold her close, remind her that everything is okay and never 
let go; what if I’m afraid too?, tell her your afraid then chances are, she’ll like you even 
more for trusting her with your feelings; girls tend to either show their emotions or hide 
them easily; boy-figure out which one your girl does more, it’ll help you out in the long 
run, girls-if he ask you about your emotions, don’t take offense to it, he wants to know 
what he needs to look for, ask him the same thing back; most guys won’t own up to 
sometimes becoming emotional so when they do, and they show it, hold him close and 
never let go; this shows that you care about him like he cares for you; boy-care for her 
like she’s the only girl in your life you want to be with; girl-care for him like he cares for 
you if not better, hold each other close and never let go; boy-treat her with the same 
respect as you do your mother; take her to meet your family and make sure you meet 
hers, shake her dads’ hand with a firm grip, looking him directly in his eyes; always look 
her in the eyes when she talks to you, don’t look away till she does; and hold her tight in 
your arms close to you, never wanting to let go; boy-don’t treat her like $&!% because 
you’re having a bad day; because when she’s having a had day your going to get treated 
the same way if not worse-girls can be real $!%@&#$ at times, girls-stop being 

$!%@&# and treat him ri ght, he is a part of you; always keep in mind that soon enough 
you become a part of her life and that she needs you more than she ever needs anyone 
else at precise moments; hold her close, remind that she’s the only girl in your life, and 
never let go. 
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I am an optimistic procrastinator. 

i wonder what the life of a truly organized person is like 

done my homework yesterday. 

I am an optimistic procrastinator 

I pretend that IVe 

lesson. 

I touch the cold pages of my book, battling the clock for 

: every extra minute I can take. 

I worry that I won't get everything done when I hope that 

. I will. 

I cry when I don't have enough time. 

I am an optimistic procrastinator. • Xy -V': '•••; 

I dream of a world with fewer requirements. 

I hope I will get better at this. 

I am an optimistic procrastinator. 

April Weiss 





HOWTO PASS HIGH SCHOOL 

BY: CAiTLYN NASS 

Make sure to use class time wisely, or else you'll have a ton 
of homework and you won't be able to do anything after 

school like that one lime I really wanted to go to the 
wresding meet but I had algebra homework and I am horrible 
at algebra so it took me like three hours and we only get five 

minutes to work in class and I have funny people in my 
class so we always just talk and don't do anything like today 

when we kept talking about Perez Hilton, who is also 
hilarious and everyone always asks if he's related to Paris 

Hilton, but I don't think he is-but his name kind of sounds 
like Paris, except it's Perez, which is the last name of a girl 
named Jenna Perez who went to my old school and one 

time she picked her nose in class and it was really gross but 
honesdy, who doesn't pick their nose, people just do it in 

private, which doesn't make it any less gross I guess, but no 
one sees it..so, anyways, about using class time wisely... 



I Am Poem 

I am a Packers fan and. a believer 

A wonder when they will win their 

I hear the roar of the crowd 

I see another Lambeau Leap 

I want more victories 

I am a Packers fan and a believer 

don a green and gold jersey every Sun 

I feel dedicated • J' 

I touch my hands to the sky when the Packer 

score a touchdown f 

I worry they might not make the playoffs 

I cry when they lose championships 

I am a packers fan and a believer 

I understand that every game will not be a win 

I say that every game should be a win 

I dream of a championship 

I try not to boast when they destroy their opponent 

I hope for the best . 

I am a Packers fan and a believer 
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^ be?; you’ll find the answer -it lies hidden in some mystic place; success is 

S not defined by being published; listen to what you think, success is, it s of- 

ten lurking m finding the perfect word; listen to your parents- they have 

^ so much advice to give you; find someone who is a hit older than you to 

^ read your pieces;- never take yburse.lt too seriouslylisten to the criticism 

^ but never take it at face value; somet imes the greatest things in life can- 

V not be rushed; try National Novel Writing Month (NaNoWriMo) at least 

^ once; it will definitely'get your creative juices flowing; but what if l don ’t 

V think I have anything worth saying?; you will; 50,000 words in a month is 

^ doable; don’t let word counts scare you; don’t let publishers scare you, thm 

V don’t, know the person inside, of you; you know what you want to tell; and 

^ please show don’t tell; people want something original; and it it s not crea- 

V live oilhave your. 

S main character have a stutter to increase the word count on NaNoWriMo; 

^ remember every great writer started as you did; don t let a n> one tell you 

% t h at you’ re too young; y ou t h ha v e a u n i q ue app r o ach to the w or Id, u so t h a 

. to an advantage; a laptop; and Wi-Fi will rock your world later in life; lock 

V yourself in your room every once in a while; this is why you talking to 

^ yourself; “writing is a socially acceptable form of sclri/.oji)hrenia , that 

doesn’t mean you can be era7,y one hundred percent of the time, dontfoi- 

S get those that matter to you; find inspiration in the things you know; don 

; name your character something cliched: writing circles are pretty, cool if 

S ' only you participate; it’s hard work to write; college writing is not as scar 

^ as it sounds; you will not live in a cardboard box after you graduate; re-- ;; 

S member that a creative writing major will help you; 
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try something you would never do otherwise; remember a zero draft t 

^ about your inner critic once a month; grammar rules are there for a 

\ reason; don’t listen to people who tell you that you can’t end a scn- 

5 tence with a preposition English is a Germanic language ergo you 

^ rules to break them; flexibility is key in your craft; do something ^ 

\ other than writing—excel in it; draw out the clothing for your char- / 

aeter, or go to clothing stores online; no it’s not cheating if the arti- ^ 

S cIe of clothing is already in existenee;, remember to craftily tell what / 

^ the person is wearing; sometimes not knowing what your character ^ 

Y is like is the best; read Shakespeare; what if I don’t like Shake- / 

Y speare?; the way people used to speak still holds so much power; but £ 

Y please don’t use thee’s,and thou s; for that matter forget Quaker talk / 

Y unless you’re writing a Quaker; research sparingly—you can fill in ^ 

Y the details later; don’t over plan -that w ill kill your novel; poetry is / 

Y cool; free verse is the easiest; haikus may.seem weird but they have / 

^ a purpose; always tell a story with your imagery; reinember tha t / 

% ruby red lips just sound weird and creepy to kiss; love yourself; / 

^ when you love yourself remember your writing is yourself; never sell ^ 

Y yourself short; and remember the more you write; the. better you / 
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How to Succeed at Sophomore Football 

By: Ronnie Frantz 

Find out the times for summer weightlifting, you do not want to be late; when lifting use 

proper form; do not overload on the weights when the coach is near, he will make you do 

a set of ten; this is ho w to do squat; this is how you do hang clean; this is how to do box 

squat; this is how you get parallel; this how to do towel bench; this is how to make the 

thousand pound club; this is how to make white club; this is how to make silver club; this 

is how to make scarlet club; this is how to impress the coaches; this is how to do 

“gassers”; this is how to kick a “PAT”; this is how to kick a punt; this is how to throw the 

ball; this is how to catch the ball; this is how to run the ball; this is how to make a tackle; 

this is how to chop your feet so you do not miss the tackle; this is how to block a guy 

from a making the tackle; this is how to stiff arm the guy trying to tackle you; this is how 

to run for a touchdown; this is how to block a lineman, this is how to “juke out 

the guy to get around them.; this is how to “swim” past a guy; this is how to “rip” through 

a guy; this is how to “pancake” a guy; this is how to be mentally tough; this is how to 

keep hydrated; this is how pay though the pain; this is how to not get penalties; this is 

how to catch an interception; this is how to sack the quarter back; What if coach puts me 

in a position I do not know what to do? When the coach asks you, reply “I’ll be an 

athlete”; this is how to get on coach’s bad side; this is how to get on coaches good side; 

What it coach will not let me play? If you do all I’ve told you, you will have to ask coach 

for a breather. 





Carousel 

You spin around in circles 
trying to accuse yourself of something 
not there 
and I don’t know how to explain it 
other than you’re a carousel to compare, myself to. 

When I see you spinnin’ around in circles 
unable to control yourself anymore 
the disease takes over, you lose your closure 
and you just can’t seem to stop 
your carousel 

Spinning around and around 
don’t know how to touch the ground 
other than to hit it harder than you fell 
and you can’t explain it to anyone 
even yourself, so you’re making up excuses 
and hiding for your health 

When I see you spinning around in circles 
unable to control yourself anymore 
the disease takes over, you lose your closure 
and you just can’t seem to stop 
your carousel 

I’m the product of a carousel, spinnin’ myself 
around but then I, see you spin around me in circles 
unable to control yourself anymore 
the disease takes over you lose your closure, and you just 
can’t seem to stop, your carousel. 

Song Lyrics By: Angela Meyer 



Day to day has been an endless hallway for her 

She glared away from him whenever he ignored her 

The day never without him feeding her lies 

For she felt forgotten and desired a new beginning 

Like a dagger who walks its way into an evil heart 

His dagger is confined in her soul 

Her emotions expand from controllable to unbearable 

Thousands of times we knew she had left to murder him 

She didn’t give two damns because he’s just a waste of her time 

She enjoyed life without the worry of his 

She felt loved, noticed, and longed for a universe in 

which everyone could be treated as she. 

Matt Pacha 





Christian 

Be flawless because people expect perfection; do 

sin—people will be shocked; keep shirts tucked in and 

belts budded tight; this is how Christians live; do this 

and definitely do not do that; this is the way to disguise 

faults in public (Christians can not be seen sinning); this 

is how Christians should keep themselves out of a sin- 

Wfl ning society; keep a spotless reputation—it is not like 

God forgives every single sin being committed; this is 

Ipfi the way to memorize the whole bible; this is how to pray 

in an appropriate way, but be careful not to tick off Jesus 

because he might get offended; but Jesus wants to be con- 

firontedwith 100% authenticity, live by the law and not by 

fifij His love; this is how to get eternal life; do not get caught 

up looking at girls below their face; this is what is reacl- 

Jmd able in the bible and what is not readable; this is what 

can be said in church and what can not be said; go to 

church every single Sunday— not going will result in a 

one way ticket to hell; do not watch television that says a 

cuss word; this is how to not hang out with secular 

friends; hang out with only Christians; but in the bible God 

wants people to give Him their sins and be themselves-, when is a 

Christian going to step up and be in a loving relationship 

with God instead of a law- bonding partnership? 
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i see the tears of frustration falling to the ground 
jgfflffiteverything to be okay for once in my life 
lillfllliiilf and complicated 

handle all the pressure that I put upon me, andf| 

Wfe^faatching and waiting for me to mess up 

^9|H(^Kiig weak»!-and people seeing me 

mch pain and hurt we go 
62, %. »|t«i 

I am strong and complicated!^ 
I wonder if 1 am ever going to b$4!l 
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I hear the soft voices of people askmgh 
pain and hurt 



The Beach 

By: Grace McCammanf 

There is no place in the world more wonderful than the beach 

The waves surround me in salt water, I taste in my dreams 

Go there alone or bring everyone you know 

Sunshine glows love, and waves paint the sand 

The beach was more beautiful than I ever believed 

There on the ocean of endless blue I live to see. 

And I'd wish to have the sun shine bright like a smile 

The sunshine br 

And the ocean j 

I love sparklingj 

Or the feeling 

And six shiny s< 

The way the oci 

I am excited foi 

It’s all of the m< 

And I will never! 



Wfiat’s this blonde cfill'd' doing here 

L-fear the place between reality ana fantasy, 

'Budding a worfd of shining dreams and stories? 

It’s the magic children tie a around their hearts and heads. 

T’he tiny child found an adventure 

•Running barefoot through dirt streets past friend and foe. 

She entered the valley where children laugh 

[And stars danced, shining pure bright light. 

T’he sunlight’s dim yet golden hiss 

idugged the horizon. 

Oder emerald eyes sparkled with endless wonder 

Trom an hour cleverly placed outside of day. 

Last year she saw the world 

(But fantasy faded quickly. 

T’he forgotten world lies silent now 

<As she becomes an adult. “By: Sarah Riedel 
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Bright blue eye shadow and hot pink pants; who cares what other people 

think; if you want to wear every color of the rainbow by all means be bright 

don’t stay inside the lines; break free; dress vibrantly; stay away from the i 

crowd stores; go to all the thrift shops; Clash! Don’t listen when people say 

your out of style; have you got nothing to do after school because you don’t 

wafit to be labeled? YOU’RE LAME! Get into some clubs or maybe a sport; 

now if your into chess, don’t stay away from it because you don’t want to b 

called a nerd; Be a nerd! Be proud of who you are and the things your 

interested in; if you wait to long to join a club or are dumb enough to care 

about what other people think; you will regret it; but none of my friends are 

in them; if you cant go shopping or even be in any after school activities 

without the ok from your friends first; boy have we got work to do! You 

cannot take your friends to college with you; So do not let them pick your 

classes just so you can be together; branch out try new things; that’s what 

your supposed to do in high school; but \ like being with my friends; to bad! 

Learn to grow up; sign up for the talent shows even if your majoriy lacking 

any talents; you will have fun doing them; go to at least one of the school 

dances; do you really think it is ok to sit and watch? It is not a sporting 

evdnt; Getoffyour ass and start dancing! Stop changing yourself just to be 

llk^d by dthefpeople; in then end your true friends are the bhes who like 

you the way you are. 
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I avu a dedicated lover of literature 

{ wonder (About the author's, poiwt 

! hear the lawyuayes au,d dialects that describe the characters 

! set the lwiayes painted by the author's words 

l want to vueet the characters 

I am, a dedicated lover of literature 

I pretend i avu involved with the story 

{ feel and share the emotions 

I touch the worn facies 

I worry my questions will yo unanswered 

! cry with the characters 

! am. a dedicated lover of literature 

l understand that all good thUgs \mms£ covne to aw. end 

I say l will read forever 

i dream, about liviny in the story 

! try to detect the twist in the plots 

I hope it will end the way ( want 

i am. a dedicated lover of literature 

—Carrie Kilen 
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By: Juiiarm Dickey 

Playing tug of war. 
Don’t let go. 

Dominate force. 
Touch face to the ground. 

Tone, Body Language, Contact. 
Tug! Keep Tugging!! 

Lower yourself. 
JUST LET GO!! 

Phase out and runnnnnnn! 



By: Sara Butcher 

Once upon a daytime delight, while he listened, strong and bright 

A seraph was slaughtered, by this annihilator identified as Death 

Its’ blood still burns in the depths of Hell 

So light the fires, silver birth 

Shall the universe be devoted to 

Shall the first-born of Hell be acknowledged by a holy light? 

For these minions of yours have been troublesome, Death 

In this end of our long treacherous journey 

To him your demise is approaching and insignificant 

As Light struggles to hold Darkness away 

While they sing alongside these casualties 

In this eternal dance of angels and demons 

Blame not only Death, but implore the Angels, that 1 must fade 

This spread of destruction, a burning sensation 

“Where to?” Death tempted, collectively, hunting 

As He finishes this cheerful cry 

Death is always the beginning of the end 

He listens to little of the change 

Somehow, in this isolation 

Death teaches us, Angels and Demons 
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Always carry your planner and ID; don’t be scared of upperclassmen, they jjj 
won’t bite...usually; don’t wear inappropriate clothing, you’ll set a bad jj 

impression; try to memorize your locker combo, so then you won’t have to jjj 
write it on your hand like everyone else; pay attention on the first day, not K| 
everything will be important but there will be rules to pay attention to; wait jjj| 
your turn in the lunch line, you will get to eat, cutting doesn’t help anyone; 111 
don’t take offense when people call you a stupid freshman, they were all ||j 
called that at one point too; remember not to stand in the middle of the |§J 
hallway, it blocks the halls and gives the upperclassmen an even better jj| 

reason to call you a stupid freshman; all those rumors you hear about the jjgj 
upperclassmen being mean and pushing people into lockers and trash ||jj 

canning them, aren’t true... ignore them and just be yourself; what if people 
don’t like me; people will like you all of your friends will be there and you will 
have classes with new people so you can make new friends; always try your |{g§j 
hardest, keep your grades up and try to stay ciam during hectic situations; 

there will be drama but try to keep our of it; stay away from boys (girls)... I’m Jjj 
kidding... try to make friends I know the opposite sex may still have cooties ffg|jjj 

but that is no reason to keep away from them; but what if I like someone; talk gfjfj 
to them, try to make friends, and then see where the relationship goes; what 

if they break my heart; some will and some won’t, it’s up to you to find out; 
that’s what high school is all about trying new things; try the hard classes they 
may be challenging but in the end they will help you to become more mature; Q§§£; 

take a foreign language, it may take up more time but it will help you in g; - 
college and then you may be able to visit fun places when you are older; what |gg 

about after school activities; do a lot of them, the more activities you get ' 
■ J4 „ ' . .• ... •*’ ; . 

involved in the more opportunities you may have in the future; just because |§|ij 
you are in band does not make you a geek, they are a fun and promotional |gjgj 

way to show school spirit; but what if I get made fun of ;don’t pay any |p|g| 
attention, they mock because they are jealous; go to as many school 

functions as possible they are great places to hang out with friends and meet |fjjj 
new people; there may be people who will disrespect you. Don’t pay any 

attention to them and remember there are always people to got to for help 
with your problems, don’t keep them inside—find ways to let them out; but 
what if I don't know what to do; I’ll always be there for you don’t forget that, , 

there are a lot of things you may not understand but as an older sister it Is.itiy J 
| job to help you; it is also my job to make sure that you have fun in high sc,yp^gg|g||||g||g 

as well as to make sure you don’t get yourself into too much trouble,'but ■. | . 
^ceroejmber bigh school will be full of fun and change, just walk in and bfflje 
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I Am 
Katelyn 

I am a vivacious, caring individual 

I wonder is everyone the same 

I hear laughter in the distance 

I see struggles in their eyes 

I want peace in this world 

I am a vivacious, caring individual 

I pretend the world is as lively as me 

I feel like jumping for joy 

I touch those around me 

I worry for those who aren’t 

I cry for the ones who don’t feel 

I am a vivacious, caring individual 

I understand that life has its ups and downs 

I say live life to the fullest 

C' C'yi I dream about tomorrow 

cW) I try not to wish life away 

fvi I hope for the best 

I am a vivacious, caring individual 



By Da non Schaefer 

How her life seemed a nightmare 

That was just too dark for her 

So she abandoned the thorns of our blossoming society 

With every strand of her soul 

She out ran the furthest city limit and 

I wondered if she would ever come back to me 

Breaking a morning that’s wondrously unclear 

There is an end where the world falls into disrepair 

She is no more a child and what she sees 

These thoughts she just can’t control 

Because her heart is the strongest thing 

She seemed to hate such attention, a shame no one made her happy 

Maybe it’s the hair that shines as the stars 

Maybe it’s the ice in her eyes 

In her he had drowned a naYve girl and built himself the perfect woman 

Her wrenching sobs from the eyes of her restricted spirit 

Of the tears that ran down her angel face 

Brought forth with a demon of her past 

Were full of overwhelming madness 

Because she could never stop Death. 



You and Your Horse 

By: Alaina Hill 

Always be sure to pay attention; your horse is the 

reflection; if you could look in a mirror and see your 

soul; you want to know who a person is; look at their 

horse; your companion if you will it; or your enemy if 

you provoke it; you take care of them they will take 

care of you; herd animals, if you become a part of the 

herd you become a part of them; if you become a 

part of them they will protect you; give and take what 

you will; your horse protects you and you protect your 

horse; keep them fed and keep them watered; very 

social animal, give them company; you can not always 

be around them; give them a companion; another 

horse, a goat, a sheep, a cow, maybe a miniature horse; 

whatever works for them, and whatever is affordable 

for you; keep them sheltered in the winter; put them 



out to pasture in the spring, summer, and fall; put 

them in a stall in the winter; if you do not have a stall 

throw out plenty of hay; grain, them every night; no 

grass for them to graze on in the winter; when 

keeping them in the stall, during the winter turn them 

out for a while every day to let them get exercise; the 

horse has too much energy to spend in a stall all day; 

if you are a tall person you will need a tall horse; make 

their looks compliment your looks; if you are 

feminine take a feminine horse; if you carry yourself 

with pride your horse should do the same; if you are a 

giant you will not want a dainty mare; you will want a 

large gelding or stallion; what if the stallion is still not large 

enough because of his breed?; then look to a draft horse or 

a draft horse mix if need be; if you are five foot six or 

taller try a horse that is at least 14.2 hands; if you are 

above six feet tall then you may need a horse around 

16 hands or taller depending on how broad you are; 

remember, your horse needs to be able to carry your 

weight; it is not wise for a man of six feet to ride a 

teeny weenie pony. 



i am 



pms rape mate 

I am a glass mirror and I am overly observant. 
I wonder about the future and of the past. 
I hear voices everywhere, giving me judgment. 
I see the stairs Fve climbed and those that are still 
ahead 
I want my freedom, especially from those I lost. 
I am a glass mirror and I am overly observant. 

I pretend to be something I’m not, viewing the world 
around me as a glass orb that’s ready to shatter. 

I feel the pains of stabbing in my back from where 
invisible daggers struck me. 

I touch real things but see the fantasies I yearn for. 
I worry about lost pieces that are not longer there. 
I am a glass mirror and I’m overly observant. 

1 understand not everyone can be trusted and not 
everyone is perfect, 

I say to give second chances to those who deserve it, 
but never more than once. 

I dream of happier days where the rain never stops. 
I try to be a good person and to hide my demon 

within. 
I hope to see the future with eyes unclouded by hate. 
I am a glass mirror and I am overly observant. 
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WHO AM I? 

I HEAR THE FANS 
FORM THE POUND OR 
I SEE THE END RESUT^ 
I WANT TO OVERGO" ™ 

I PRETEND THAT JjT 
champUMh 

ING THOUGH MY EINGlBi 
I TOUGHlil^^P 
I WORRY;ijiK^L 
“HASBEENI^^^ 

1 CRY QVER@®tl! 
MYFOTUraif^lp. 

I AM DnjGE®iia,“ 

I UNDERSTANH^^fa 
WHAT I WAM^'^MEl - 
I SAY THAT I WILL SUGC 
I DREAM OF CONQUER 
1 TRY TO BE 
STEP ON THE COURT 

GRIN 

DILIGENT AND DEDICATE! e*m 

r$§S5 ■ 

'll THE 

CLPT 

RK FOR 

RYTIME I 

~ VICTORIA HAWLEY 



We IsOVjZ 

©g: §amantha fMekey 

We fig with our love as the doves fig in the skg 
We watched them as they disappeared, goodbye 

We thought love to be striking 
We set love going like a clock tower chiming 

******** 
We gave each other our hearts 
We love; with love that burns 

We are at the stage where there is desire between us 
We still believe our love 

******** 
We among other things make our love all embracing 

We brought love to a never land 
We bade love welcome; yet our hearts drew back 

We worship that of love over the rainbow 
We saw the ring, shinning bright 

We now-My love! thinning lovel-awaken 
******** 

We love as we are 
We love on the lips, as we touch 

We love in truth, with our hearts we show 
We love all, it is a heartbeat or tears 

******** 
We make love seem eternal, you and I 

We serve by our love, so savagely dark 
We told love to never come 

We kiss like the highest mountain kisses heaven 





Whatever you do don't cry: if you do run around in circles: forgetting about them is hard 

but is necessary: chin up and - what if you see them everyday?\^m% them. Listen to 

music to keep you mind from wondering: make new friends: laugh a lot: pretend you 

don't care: only tell your closest friends your real thoughts, number one tuIe: whatever 

you do don't talk to friends of the backstabbers, they will end up telling the backstabbers 

whatever they told you: follow what you believe in, don't lie and don't be too showy- how 

can you be showy and what ifyou have no choice but to /fe^Lying will make everything 

worse and will make you look like a freak; then being showy will also make you look like 

your trying to hard and will give them the victory of hurting you: backstabbers generally 

don’t care what happens tD tfiEir victims and then again they don't even realized they 

hurt someone; moving on is a very difficult thing to do after being hurt but trust me it is 

something g that will make you stronger. 
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The Blood 

She is scared. She is 

nervous. When she gets 

hurt she cries and cries. 

When she cries her 

tears are like blood. 

Her pain from the 

thorns on the roses 

5pears her hands over 

and over again. She 

tries to put them down 

but the roses would not 

leave her hands. So the 

thorns kept piercing 

her hands over and 

over. She cries with 

pain and the site of 

blood. She wants to let 

the roses go but the 

rose’s just stick to her 

hands. She begs for 

mercy but the roses 

will not let go. She tries 

to throw her hand to 

the wall to try to let 

the roses go but the 

roses will not leave her 

hand. The white roses 

know red from the 

blood of her hands. She 

is crying from the pain 

of the thorns piercing 

her hands. She tells the 

roses to just let go. The 

thorns of the roses just 

stick to her hands. 

Once they were white 

but know they are all 

red. The blood just 

drips and drip from her 

hands. The bloods from 

her hands have now 

grown a puddle on the 

ground. She tries to lift 

her hands but the roses 

don’t give away. The 

roses just stick to her 

hands and she wants to 

let the roses go right 

know. The roses will 

not give a way no 

matter how strong she 

is. No matter what she 

does to try to let them 

go or get rid of the 

roses. She wants the 

roses to be gone. The 

blood just drips as she 

moves threw the room. 

She wishes that she 

could disappear because 

of the pain. She does 

not want to be around 

here because of the 

pain that the roses are 

putting her in. THe 

thorns just keep 

stabbing her hands. She 

throws her hands in to 

the air hoping that the 

roses leave her hands. 

As she throws her 

hands in to the air the 

blood goes all over. 

People walk by and 

look at her with no 

concern for her life. 

She asks for help but no 

one will help her. The 

people just keep passing 

her. They just stare. 

She starts to cry even 

more. Not from the 

pain but of her 

emotion. She has no 

clue what to do with 

her life. She is losing 

lots of blood and she 

might die. She starts to 

run. As she is running 

the blood runs from 

her hands. She finally 

falls to the ground. Still 

no one helps her poor 

fearful life. 
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Music is the connection between all souls. 
The beautiful terrible, amazing masterpiece- 

MUSIC. 



What it Takes to be a Cubs Fan 

Always watch or listen to the game whenever possible; Ron and Pat make 

the greatest duo of radio announcers ever; make time for the game, and 

plan other activities around that time; understand that you may never live 
to see another Cubs World Series victory, but also understand that there is 

no other team in America like that Chicago Cubs; never let anybody else 

tell you that their team is better than your; the Cubs are the Cubs, and 

they have to understand that; plan at least one Wrigley Field game to 

attend each year; while at the same time understanding that you may or 

may not get a win from your team while there; although this may seem 

unimaginable, never bring your pet goat to the game; try to imagine that 

October day in 1945 never happened, and that curses are not for real but 

if they were, this one tops them all; always cheer for whoever is on the 
mound for the Cubs no matter who that player may be; cheer extra hard 

for that same player when he is facing the Cardinals; although he may be 

the best pitcher in the National League, the Cubs usually find a way to 

make the worst of certain situations; like playing the Cardinals; remember 

that there is always next year; another year, another team, the same 

dream; the next year may be the year so stay commited and do not ditch 

the Cubbies; but the Cubs never win after September; it does not matter, 

stay true and loyal until the end; understand that other curses like the 

black cat and Steve Bartman have nothing to do with the Cubs playoff 
downfall; although it was a black cat scurrying around Ron Santo in the 

on deck circle in 1969, that was the past and this is the present; there was 

always a next year and there still is today; since that moment Cubs Ians 

have preached that saying 40 times and are still loyal to their team, so 

why can’t you; remember that someday it will happen; place a ceitain 

area in your soul and heart for that very moment when the Cubs do indeed 

win the World Series; and more than anything, be proud about being a 

Cubs fan; 

By: Darren Dillon 



I am a North Scott 

GIRLS SOCCER PLAYER?:'* 

l WONDER IF COACH WILL 

Slt^feg.UT ME IM 

SjglpF I HEAR THE 

Wfr SCREAMING CROWD. 

W I SEE THE BALL I JUST 

7 KICKED SOARING INTO THE ^ 

GOAL. I WANT TO WIN THIS 

same. I am a North Scott 

GIRLS SOCCER PLAYER. I 

1 PRETEND I’M NOT TIRED. 

|l FEEL THE SWEAT DRIP j|FFOOT TO THeSIJIM^ 

m DOWN MY FACE. J^BALL. I WORRY I’UL^E 

^^ITOUCH MY ;0M AKE THE WRONG PASS. % 
jlrC'RY OVER OUR LOSS- * AM a\ 

^^^/north Scott girls soccer \ 

PLAYER. ! UNDERSTAND WE TO \ 
WORK AS A TEAM. I SAY WE CAN 

DO IT. I DREAM OF WINNING 

STATE* 1 TRY TO GET CLOSER 
THAT GOAL EACH DAY. I 

^^^^^^^^^^BlHOPE WE CAN WIN IT ALL. I A 
a North Scott girl^«| 

e?flStl^TTSL50CCER PLAYER. . 

by 

Marianne 

hart 







Running from safety on their damaged arms; shut open doors. 

This freezing ice thou will give away, and push away the wrong so short and bleak 

Once a nightm are did put darkness over my angel guarded-si umber. 

From in, to out, from dusk till dawn can fear this bellows take drier. 

I see the snow, I see the west control flying under a cloud. 

The lakes flow with the stream, and the sun with the moon. 

At midnight I had once been up Italian grey mountains high. 

It was the way she sat on the high mountain, starring at her self, with watching eyes. 

By the light of the evening moon that shone through the clear glass window. 

The waves are gentle, the lion is calm. 

With old fish boats and see blue tidal waves. 

Barren shores, and the mighty crash of waves on ten thousand caverns. 

Waves were gently rolling over water. 

The ocean, that amidst as with tidal waves and ye smell gentle breeze off the ocean 

But he chanced one day to win away from a bullet made of led that was dragging him down. 

He crumpled up his lessons and swam towards the shore that guaranteed freedom. 

The last wave crashes revealing enthroned greatness in his splendor. 

The moon is full this summer night the stars are covered yet bright. 

By: Jake Gamette B-3 
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I am enigmatic and abstruse. 

I wonder if the world will ever see peace. 

I hear the sound of drums, of the universe keeping perfec 

: k: time. / ;££. 
I see our culture descending into darkness and obscurity. 

I want my life to be significant, complete; to help people. 
;V;:;i; ;■; ■ •■' '/ ■,' - a-:■ S:. . ■£$■;•;■=> ;;:;i: v::--^;'' 

I am enigmatic and abstruse. 

I pretend to be wrapped in the strong arms that keep me 

I feel the picket sign in my hand, ready to protest 

confinement and death. 

I touch the ropes that try so hard to contain me. 

I worry that I’m going to die with no one to remember me 

I cry for people who live in poverty, or in enslavement. 

I am enigmatic and abstruse. 

I understand that I have a purpose, I just don’t know what it: 

: yet.; 3. 

I say that 1 don’t care what other people think, but that’s a lie 

I dream of a heaven, a place where there is no more 

suffering.i;;||:jgg:|J' .. | 

I try to make sense of this intangible mess of a world. ' 

I hope someday we can all obtain personal happiness and 

peace. Jjr“l ?j ‘ Ojfj® 

I am enigmatic and abstruse. 
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Some people have no idea How to tale care of themselves they don’t 

%now Howto limit tHeirM^MintaHp to Half a cup Hut rather they 

scarf a.whole Hap wHicfi in a way could He an enjoyable experience :. 

But the problem is afterwards you feel life a (Biggest Loser Contest¬ 

ant (no offense to Biggest loser contestants) or may He you don't even 

tik§ (Mq&M's Hut you ready life chips this is afso trouble, let me tell 

you when the Bacfof the Lay’spotato, chip Hag says “HetcHa can't ■■;■ 
eat just one" it isn’t to challenge you to a war (f “who can eat tfie 

most chips” wHicH Brings me to my next point of apples which are 

: much Better tasting and altogether classier than ships Because apples 

signify wholesome dignity and, smartness while chips stand for fat, 

lonesome, stupid loser or perhaps not that extreme But you should He 

aHleto get the idea of how you should chose different foods andef • . 

ercise which .are really important Because exercising is the root of the 

all healthy people they Begin their days usually with perhaps dBrisf 

. run (But I can’t run!) well then go for a Brisfwalfjust don’t sleep 

in and refuse to participate in a any activity or you could sign up ; 

you lazy self for a school activity such as cross country But I really . 

wouldn’t recommend that Because cross country is possibly the most 

painful sport ever to exist But however you can eat a lot of food af- 

teryou have practice andyou can even eat five coolies arid a. 

jjvtcflurry after you run a meet But I would really not recommend 

that either Because you will feel very disgusting for three days after¬ 

wards exactly or may Be not exactly But that was simply my estima¬ 

tion the point is don’t eat coolies arid a cMcflurry after you run a 

cross country meet and if you choose, to don’t complain about hoxv 

fat you are afterwards Because franhfy I don’t care But I dp care.;; • 

that youmafe the. right choices about your health or actually I : 

really don’t Bui that particular statement sounds appropriate to end 

.this random flow of consciousness. . '' ' 
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UMAN 
I am bones and skin 

Human, like you. 

I wonder how perfection is defined 

J hear the voice of my conscience being drowned out by the voice of my enemies. 

1 see strange hands tempting and beckoning to my curiosity. 

I want to reach out and touch them, be led into the unkown. 

Yet I don’t. 

I am bones and skin. 

Human, like you. 

I pretend to be someone else just for my amusement. 

I feel the weight of the world. 

And Mars at times... 

I touch the people around me, doubting they even feel it. 

I worry that I will fall at the top. 

I cry when everything is gone, 

And when it comes back. 

I am bones and skin. 

Human, like you. 

I understand that it is impossible to know exactly what to expect. 

I say that life is fleeting, too short to be ungrateful. 

1 dream of the “perfect” world that will never exist. 

I try to be nothing but what I am. 

I hope. 

I am bones and skin. 

Human, like you. 

few fijslinn Mwvri 



Love: 

The Chemical Breakdown 

Helium: 

The sound of voices cracking for the first time. 

Bismuth: 

Innocently taking your hand in mine. 

Lithium: 

Batter powered, going on forever. 

Calcium: 

Never getting enough, no, not ever. 

Lead: 

Why do you always get to take the lead? 

Arsenic: 

What I want, but the last thing I need. 

Iron: 

Your place is in the home, you say. 

Chlorine: 

An excuse for stinging eyes, you say. 

Copper: 

Am I not worth two cents, same as you? 

Manganese: 

Knees dirty from kneeling, begging you. 

Sodium: 

Salt in tire wound, always making it worse. 

Sulfur: 

A rotting stench—fro I look like your wet nurse? 

Gold: 

Silence is; following the rule. 

Silver: 

Fm growing older every day. 

Mercury: 

Quicksilver—got to get out of here 

Right now. 
-Skylar Alexander Moore 





The Football Game 

Derek Kupris 

Everyone’s voice roared! 

The stadium’s energy grew immensely. 

Every fan’s eyes locked on to the quarterback. 

A linebacker came bull-rushing in to sack the quarterback. 

Body built like a boulder. 

Fans lost in the moment. 

Breathing stops like it is being shot dead. 

The quarterback delivers the pass, while dodging the flying linebacker. 

Focus of the receiver is unbroken—even with defenders. 

Failing to catch it, the blazing football rifles off his fragile fingertips. 

All emotions stun as they see what has been done. 

Every second feels like a year. 

On his back, the receiver lays paralyzed in disbelief 

With no time left, the scoreboard reads a horrific 14-19. 

The stadium’s sound erupts with screams of joy and grief. 

No harmony, but chaos rather. 

Slugging off the field, the losing players go into their locker room. 

The coach does not pray with lips of joy. 

For another year, grief will be motivation to win once again! 



Outsider 
By: 

Grayson Schmidt 

Who can tolerate this much? 

Not being able to remember your home, 

Or all the people 

Nothing is the way it once was 

The friends I once had were like strangers 

They thought 1 was the strange one 

This once familiar place was now unrecognizable 

It was a whole new world 

I was an outsider; 

Surrounded by small animals, 

Scared of anything different 

It was as if change was a 4-letter word 

Yet it still felt like home 

It was a new place yet the same place; 

They were new faces yet the same faces 

It all soon would be normal again 

As time passed, these faces became more familiar to me; 

This place became home 

I was accepted for who I was 

There was finall y a feeling of belonging 



Udulce fat the Jl/laCe Speeled 

Jlticfrelle Wedemey&c 
Manners matter; treat your girl with respect; open doors for her; 
if you make a promise, keep it; us girls love to be held; holding 

hands is a must; don’t be rude to her when your around your 
friends; being late is not appreciated; compliments are welcome; 

don’t tell her she’s hot, tell her she’s beautiful; tell her she’s 
gorgeous when she’s wearing sweats; hug and comfort her when 
she’s down; cuddle with her; don’t ever lie; But I don’t want to 

hurt her; we rather hear it from you, then finding out from 
someone else; if you don’t have trust, then you don’t have 

anything; hold her close, like you never want to let go; tickle her, 
even if she tells you to stop, because she secretly likes it; make 
us laugh; make us smile; keep the guy talk for the guys; if she 

wants to dance, dance; kiss her as much as possible; we like that 
whole 6 pack thing; attention is nice, but clingy is not; if your 
gonna use the L word, don’t just say it, mean it; call just to say 
how much you love her and miss her; kiss her on the forehead; 
don’t be a pig; being a lil jealous is cute, but don’t control her 
every move; give her your sweatshirt to wear; don’t diss her 
friends; never ever forget her birthday; gifts are nice, but it’s 

really the thought that counts; drop by her house just to say hi; 
don’t keep secrets from us; if something’s wrong, tell us; a lil 

sensitivity now and then doesn’t hurt; let her play with your hair; 
defend her; love her for who she is, not just based on looks; if 

she’s cold, hold her tight; make her dinner; I can’t cook; we’ll be 
happy you tried; wipe her tears if she’s crying; if you see 

something is wrong, don’t settle for the, “I’m fine” response; call 
just to say goodnight; don’t dump your girl just to see what else 





I am optimistic and nervous. 

I wonder how hard I will have to push myself. 

I hear all of the negative comments. 

I see the success I can achieve, 

if I word hard enough. 

I want to accomplish my goals, whatever it takes. 

I am optimistic and nervous. 

I pretend that I can do it on my own, 

I feel frustrated at times. 

I touch the top, but I can never seem to grab hold. 

I worry I am not good enough. 

I cry when I start to believe its true. 

I am optimistic and nervous. 

I understand that dreams can come true. 

I say anything in possible. 

I dream of success and fulfillment. 

I try to keep my eye on the target. 

I hope for the best, knowing that whatever happens, I can pull through 

I am optimistic and nervous. 

By: Kelli Golinghorst 



A Walk through the Valley 

Matt McKinney 

Just over the tall mountains and in the town. 

The sound of music is heard in the great valley, 

Betcha never heard quite a sound. 

The weight of the world lifts off the man's shoulders. 

As he approaches the edge of the valley 

With the pretty ferns and all the wood. 

Between the town and the valley the man feels so good. 

In the old town, in the beautiful garden, 

Surrounded by its beauty he stops to rest. 

He looks around the garden at its marvelous flowers. 

With the busy buzzing bees at their flowers. 

And the giant blue spruces. 

Clearing his head of all problems. 

His new world starts here in heaven's garden. 



The Thoughts Of A Teenager 

In the umuraing I ihake sure I brush my teeth— I 
have stinky breath in the morning; mornings are my fa¬ 
vorite time of the day— breakfast is has to be the best 
meal of the day: for sure: lucky chanhs have to be the 
best breakfast cereal ever- I got really lucky at my 

football game last week- the quarter back threw it up 
and I caught it right in the end some: my mom said I 
have to stop catching the flew all the time because I 
miss so much school\ Jake you have t o stop missing so 

much school because you won f beable to graduate;' 

mom I’m very intelligent please don’t worry (I get 
great grades in school) I’m starting to like school a lot 
more now—-because of the blocks make the day go by a 
lot faster: I run varsity track and there is a lot of fast 
people in the mac conference it's crazy— was when.my 
friend Bryce, he shot himself in the foot with his paint¬ 
ball gun: he had to go to the hospital because he broke 
a blood vessel and ruptured a blood vessel - how could 
you not think of what could possibly happen to you if 
you shot yourself in the foot? Thinking sometimes peo¬ 
ple can’t do- my friehd dane hasn’t even gothis report 
done and I’m almost done with mine; I don’t know why 
we even had to do this- why did we have to do this? 





The Far Eastern Shore 
By: Nathan Ihrig 

Through the tide of tyranny 

the soldier wades 

in the blood of victory 

the soldier wades 

in the smell of death 

the soldier wades 

through the battle waged 

the soldier wades 

with the flag raised 

the soldier wades 

In the pool of a new age 

the soldier wades 



Slipper Sleaze 
Alabama 

Bebop Beat 
Clutching nothing but 

Empty downtown promises. 

It’s the rhythm of the world. 

Failure downplayed; eternally lighthearted; forever broke. 

Give a little, take it all back. 

Hazy memories-—what did we do last night? 

It’s a living. Scrape the bottom of the barrel. 

Getting by on ‘Jailhousc Rock* 

Oldies-but-Goodics on the radio 

Kick up the dust 

Kick up an uproar 

Kick the can. 

Lazy Sundays-—harmonica blucs. 

Sunglasscs help to hide the hangover in church. 

Mash-up. Mashed potatoes, skip the gravy. 

Momma tucked in our shirts today. 

Word in town’s that Poppa’s dead. 

Eulogy. Back to work. Life goes on. 

Nine-to-Five Jive. 

Pencil Pushing’s not our style 

In the streets we live; in cubicles we die. 

Punch out one last time—into the streets again. 

Catch her eyes. Catching my breath. Eyes lock. 

Questioning everything ever known in a single look. 

Wondering, 'Will she look this way one more time?’ 

Ragtime beat on the jukebox, milkshake refuel. 

Work up the nerve. Gotta make the words come out right. 

'Slipper Sleaze’ playing now. Got our spats on, ready to go. 

Dumped again, in the gutter. No big deal. 

Tango with the enemy—how many times have we been knocked down? 
Been knocked out? Been down and out? Been— 

Under the radar? Under the weather? Never gettmgyour hands dirty 

Is a bit boring, don’t you think? Rush hour, musicians of the street. 

Voila! Another big break. Another big bang. Felt tip pen. 

Sunglasses for vanity. Sunglasses to hide bloodshot eyes. Flash! 

Gone in a flash. 

Where have we found ourselves? On the top of the world, looking down? 

At the bottom, looking wp? 

What is this? 

Is this real? 

Reality’s more of a state of mind, anyway. 

“EX" marks the spot—a handful of disco biscuits to take the edge off. 
We've arrived carrying crosses on our backs, carrying our battle scars. 

EtemaJly light-hearted until the end. Is there more here? 

Is this all there is? 

You'll never guess the way it’ll all work out You’ll never guess right 

A, B, C. Secret answer number D. You’ll only get one shot 

Unless you get a second chance. 

Zombies with beating hearts, with cravings for things other than brains. 

No, not for us. Not again. Never again. 
Tablctscirclethedrain. Reflection in the mirror. Glazed eyes clearing. 

You’re gonna be alright, alright? You’re gonna be okay, okay? 

At last you've arrived. 

-Skylar Alexander Moore 
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AyyiA' 

By: Adam Perrin 

It is right there, just grab the leg; “But I can’t reach 

it;” pull the arm, lower your level, it will be there; “I 

missed it;” fake to that leg, fake again and snap 

the head as hard as you can; “He’ll get out;” no he 

won’t, just keep your elbow in as tight as you can; 

hold it there and pull him down to the mat; keep 

pulling, he will fall; you got it, keep snapping; snap 

like you mean it; snap until he is laid down flat— 

like a flapjack— snap and spin behind him; keep 

weight on the arm; “He’s not budging;” chop it and 
push him with your knee; grab a wrist and roll it 

under; right when it’s under, rip it out as you move 

off of him; you have to move efficiently or you 

won’t get it; push that arm behind his back, he’ll be 

trapped, be sure to straddle him; your opponent is 

not comfortable, take advantage; keep weight on 

him and stick your elbow past his head; use your 

lat to move him; wherever the head goes, the body 

follows; you got it, make him a ball; lift his wrist 

and thread the needle; roll him to his back, lift the 

head and he won’t move, maybe not even breathe; 



Bg YouffqIB 

By P&riozL ScA&Fer 
Don't be afraid to look rid iculous; run, skip, jump, play; be 

you; dress like a freak, who really cares; jump in rain 

pudd les and gawk at rainbows; do whatever you want to do; 

what people think doesn't matter; cut you hair short or grow 

it out long, maybe keep it in a happy medium; do whatever 

YOU want; whether you are a techie, a band geek, a choir 

nerd, an athlete, or nothing at all, it is up to you; the world 

is in your hands; do what you will with it; be bold and take it 

and run; it should not matter what others think of you, but 

what you think of yourself; but I do care what they think; 

then you haven't been l istening— be who you want to be; 

not who your parents want you to be; not who your friends 

want you to be; who you want to be; that is who you should 

be; because it matters what you want to be; it's okay to be 

nervous or scare; everyone is sometimes and it's okay to 

care what other people think sometimes, but never, ever let 

them stop you because if you do then you might lose 

something so amazing and so fantastic that you might 

regret it for the rest of your I ife; so if you like writing or 

math or history or science, find out and be proud of who and 

what you are; work hard in those classes; better yourself for 

yourself; if you like art, then be an artist and do something 

that has something to do with art; 



try your best every day to be fantastic at whatever you It is 

that you are good at; what I'm good at isn't cool; well, here's 

something,..so what? Who cares? Does it really matter what 

is cool and what isn't? No; so run out and do whatever 

makes you happy; don't think about anyone else for a while 

and just go; because it matters what you think or yourself 

most and what others think of you last; if we all did what we 

1 iked wouldn't it be a better world? Doesn't it make more 

sense to do what you are good at and what you enjoy than 

to waste the short, short time you have on this Earth doing 

something you absolutely hate; so—no matter what— do it, 

whatever it is; because you never know what might happen 

when you do; you could be amazing; you might make 

something in history so awe-inspiring you will never be 

forgotten and you might not do that if you decide to do 

what someone else wants you to do or what is cool rather 

than do what you I ike and what you are best at; so got out 

today and find your calling, or if you know, work on it; do 

what matters to you and forget everyone else because it is 

important; it is so important; don't ever look back once you 

have done what you wanted and don't ever regret it because 

you just might miss something absolutely amazing. 
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Matt Pacha 

I Can’t Believe It 

WW I am disappointed and disgusted 
I wonder what it feels like to win a playoff game 

* I hear the crowd antagonize the away team 

I see the scoreboard 

I want a state title 
I am disappointed and disgusted 

I pretend to be calm when I see the score 

I fell like a little depressed emo 

I worry that vv^^^nl^^^v^rwin a playoff game 

I cry when I see the scoreboard 
I am disappointed and disgusted 

I understand that the other teams are good 

I say that there is no better game to love 
i I dream of the day we can raise the title above our heads 

it I try to cheer on every sport 
£& I hope we win a state title 
lim I am disappointed and disgusted 



Dark Feet 

Breathing in the night air is never a chore. 

But it takes a bit of courage to walk out through your door. 

To face the night and all it conceals 

But you must under stand how it feels. 

To be looked upon a.s scaiy and sad 

While the days looked upon as happy and glad. 

Thunder at night is always filled with violence 

I think it's because night gets sick of the silence. 

So it booms and it crashes with its thunderous roar 

Like a lion in pursuit of it's pray 

Wishing all the while that he could be day. 

The grass is always greener on the other side, or so it is said. 

But being night is lonely because all are in bed. 

So sometimes I visit night and tell him he's szueet 

And lay down a rose at his serene dark feet. 
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i How to Survive High School 

<\ 

By: Grace McCammant 
*: 9* 

| Do not be late for class, getting swept is pointless; not only do you j 
I miss the class; you have to sit and do nothing for ninety minutes, and 
t '■ 

\ if you are going to do nothing might as well be in class so you can get 

| attendance points; but I would rather sleep; take school and life one j 

\ day at a time; you will go insane if you think too far ahead about your \ 

j homework soon after you receive it; if you do not you will most likely 

1 forget to or forget how to; if you are lucky enough to have a study hall ■ 
| use it; think about it, if you do not do it now you will have to do it at 

j home when you could be doing something much more fun. Have a 

j social life; it may be hard to believe sometimes but high school can be 

| lots of fun; the drama and gossip can make even the most boring days 

| suddenly totally interesting and entertaining; making friends is easy, 

! so do not fret; just be nice to people and you will be fine; try to have a 

j positive attitude; there is no reason to make life seem miserable, do 

| not say you cannot do geometry because that only ensures that you 

| cannot; but I cannot do geometry; do not freak out if you bomb one 

j test; I promise it is not the end of the world; take it as a learning 

I experience and try your best to do better next time, do not be afraid 

I of failure; try to take challenging classes; it may seem hard now, but 

\ the extra work will pay off in the long run; do not act like the teachers 

| are against and that is why you are failing, excuses will not change a 

I grade; the teachers are there to help you so do not be afraid to talk to 

S them; most of them will be mart than willing to assist you; most 

I importantly have a good time in school; join clubs and play sports, 

\ try everything; because if you dp not you will regret it later. 
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With love 

I’m sure you’re already asleep 
These types of things just get to me 
And I don’t know why 
But something is not settling > 

Maybe it’s just that all that I worked for 
Is gone, out the door r:, .. 
With no goodbye or reason why .. • , 
I’m sure she’s beautiful but what was I 
In your eyes ■ T ; ... 

Tell me how you saw me C-:': 
The only view that mattered in my world 
Tell me what your thoughts are 
Cause I can’t help remembering a girl , 
Just a year ago, who fell in love with love 

Maybe it wasn’t you I wanted /Cf3”.’ C>. 
Just something your arms could give- 
But in my time wasted - . ■)'£ C; 
I’ve founds it’s not a live I need to live 

Tell me how you saw me ' 
The only view that mattered in my world v . 
Tell me what your thoughts are ' . 
Cause I can’t help remembering a girl _ 
Just a year ago, who fell in love with love 

Thank you for my lessons learned 
Every moment we shared 
Your hand to hold 
When it comes to being over 
Its just something I need to get through 
Cause I hate not having you 

Tell me how you saw me 
The only view that mattered in my world 
Tell me what your thoughts are 
Cause I can’t help remembering a girl 
Just a year ago, who fell in love with love 
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As you rise out of bed in the morning, take a moment to 
enjoy the sun rise into the sky; don’t worry, be happy—things 

are never as bad as they seem; to be happy, do what makes you 
happy; when it rains it pours, so have some fun and dance in it; 
bull hate the rain; if you hate rain so much, don’t be the one to 
rain on other people’s parade; occasionally it’s OK to give in to 
temptation and jump into that really big puddle on the side of 
the road; always go with the flow, and get into the groove of 

doing so; get groovy and bust a move! We all need to have fun 
and cut loose once in a while; always remember Carpe Diem, 

because life is only lived once; what’s that supposed to mean? Stop 
making excuses, the old,“the dog ate my homework” may have 

H worked in the third grade, but it’s not going to pay off in the long 
run; make goals for yourself; shoot for the moon, even if you 
miss you can still catch a star; but I’m not an astronaut; never 

worry yourself with stress, all it does is cause break outs; money 
can’t buy you love, nor can it buy you happiness, but it can buy 
you a yellow submarine; take time to stop and smell the roses; 
sing in the shower; remember to eat three square meals a day; 

but what about the circles? Always take time to notice what’s right, 
what’s left won’t be that important; don’t forget to say “thank 

you”; never forget the child you were; hopscotch on the 
sidewalk; learn to appreciate the ‘here and now’; always give 

yourself some time to relax and just ‘chill’; enjoy a cup of hot 
cocoa on a chilly day, and ,maybe a few marshmallows too; take a 

cup of cocoa to a window each evening, and enjoy the sunset. 





Food 
By John Davison 

Never eat left overs the day after they were cooked; the 
flavor's gone and it won’t satisfy you until your desperately 
hungry, always season your meat when you can seasoning 
adds a spark to the food, don’t be afraid of pink meat,, it 
won’t kill you; if you always keep your stomach full you’ll 
have less to worry about in life, don’t hesitate to eat mid¬ 
night snacks when you’re hungry, either way you are going 
to regret it, over indulge in ice cream and chocolate on rainy 
days, it’s a fun that can’t be matched , just be creative with 
it, don’t be afraid to try new foods unless their alive and 
moving when you eat it; always consume the food needed for 
your lifestyle, athletes eat healthy, it improves the game, ba¬ 
nanas are for preventing cramps, chocolate milk is the num¬ 
ber one recovery drink for athletes, drinking water is neces¬ 
sary for staying alert and keeping hydrated, ready to eat mi¬ 
crowave dinners are good but one never fills you up, the 
drink you have with your meal is very important, it’s like a 
side compliment to the food, always order hors d’oevres, they 
like an anticipation of what to come, never eat just plain 
salad, always have dessert with your meal. But what if they 
don't offer dessert? Then don’t eat there again, candy bars 
are so good but yet so bad so don’t overindulge, when experi¬ 
menting with mixing food stay within limit, never mix two 
totally different types of food; when cooking remember ap¬ 
pearance is half effect of the food, it has to look good before 
someone will try it, never think that you can survive one a 
certain type of food just because it is cheap, remember a 
freshly baked homemade pie can amend wrongs with just 
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Get up on time, get ready, and don’t miss the bus, high school is seri¬ 

ous business; respect school property from the time you arrive to the time 

you leave, school never did anything to you, no matter how much you may 

dislike it; don’t be late to classes, you will get swept and be given an in 

school detention; sit still, pay attention, and listen to the adults, they know 

what they’re talking about and are to help you learn; use time in class wisely, 

work on homework so you don’t have as much to actually take home, or pos¬ 

sibly none to take home; social time is not nearly as tolerated in high school, 

teachers expect you to work; I don’t have to do work as long as I do well on 

tests; every late assignment turned in drops your grade, this is something 

taken more seriously once your older; remember that as you roam from class 

to class there are still students learning, so be quiet in the halls!; how would 

you feel if someone was screaming nonsense outside the class you are in, 

while taking a test?; it probably wouldn’t bother me; the loudness of fresh¬ 

men class seems to get louder ever year; what happened to six inch voices?; 

the loudness angers upperclassmen and doesn’t help anyone concentrate; you 

can wait until lunch to have that social time you so desperately want, paik 

where you are expected to park, the tennis courts may be somewhat of a 

walk, but every junior and senior has had to park there, it s youi turn, I don t| 

know if it’s a new attraction or just shown more within high school, but pub¬ 

lic display of affection or ‘PDA’ is not ok!; leave the kissing out of the hall¬ 

ways, you may feel in love and not care who sees what you’re doing, how¬ 

ever most people do not want to whiteness the game of tonsil hockey, espe¬ 

cially while they are trying to get to a class; it s frighteningly distracting, 

teachers expect you to be in class, trying to go to the restroom every period 

or block just isn’t going to happen, there are five minutes for passing period, 

use them wisely; imagine walking down the hall, trying to get to class, and 

being stopped by a sudden large herd of people; prime example of freshmen 

hall every year, if you have to talk to a large amount of people move it to the 

sides at least, some people have a time and place to be; a large group is go- 

ing to take up space wherever it is; regarding the locker rooms and bath¬ 

rooms, there is no need to bring a straightener or curling iron to school, get 

ready before school coming to school; lockers are not perfume counters, 

spraying cologne or perfume — especially in large quantities— can smell pretty 

bad, just don’t do it; when you enter the high school, more responsibility is 

given to you, the actions you make are to be appropriate, behavior is to be 

respectful, and everyone watches the freshmen class; being a heshmen once 

myself, and realizing that you’re entering a new world of schooling, I know 

that sometimes the rules and what people dislike aren’t always mentioned or 

told to you; so how are you to know?; well, I hope this helps. 



Katie Blount 

Ms. Smith 

Honors English 2, B-4 

April 2 

Swim 

Beaches, sun, fun, water 

The season of summer is the season of swimming 

She thought the water was blue 

At a distance she saw the water was clear 

Dolphins swim within their species 

Starfish are whirled ashore 

Coral reefs sparkle through the seashore 

The streams feed on lily pads of frogs 

The whale eats the plankton like the plankton eats the algae 

The coral shows the fish where the bottom of the ocean lies 

I swam on the bottom of the river 

I walk around the pond into the horizon 

With sand castles on the shore 





Never Mind 
I am the man who sold the world; I am nirvana. 

I wonder where is my mind. 
I hear the teen spirit. 
I see the lake of fire. 

I want to be in Utero 
I am the man who sold the world; I am nirvana. 
I pretend that I’m in bloom with all the others. 

I feel the lithium of life. 
I touch the plateau of solitude. 

I worry because I know you know you’re right. 
I cry because Jesus don’t want me for a sun beam. 

I am the man who sold the world; I am nirvana. 
I say there’s something in the way. 

I dream of a heart-shaped box. 
I try to see the seasons in the sun. 

I hope to come as you are. 
I am the man who sold the world; I am nirvana. 

By: 
David Harrington 



1 am independent and loud 

I wonder how quiet people are heard 

I want a really good lunch 

1 am independent and loud 

I pretend I like the apple sauce 

1 feel like different person than who 1 am in class 

I touch the crumbly cookie 

I worry about the school’s sanitation 

I cry when my friends are not there 

1 am independent and loud 

1 understand it is okay to walk up to dump a lunch tray by myself 

1 say lunch is the best twenty-two minutes of the day 

I dream of a day where people eat their own food 

I try to talk to everyone 

! hope to have as much fun tomorrow 

I am independent and loud 

Amanda Ploof 



Know how to play your instrument; memorize your scales; get all your 
lessons in so you don’t fail; sign up for them in study hall; I don't have a 
study hall; sign Up to get out of an easy class; don't forget about 
computer assignments!; stay after school to get them in if needed; force 
your sibling to wait for you, and if they say no, find another ride; be sure 
to have rides so you can play at games; step off with your left foot first; 
make sure your music is marked; mark time!; don’t annoy your squad 

you’ll get it; seniors, b 

where they’re going; make sure you know where you’re going; don’t 
play in a rest; practice your music!; I don’t have time; well, make time— 
you need to know your music so you don’t make the band sound bad!; > 
you have to practice almost every day if you’re trying out for All State; 
the audition music is hard!; at the very least practice for chair 
placements so you get a good spot; upperclassmen usually get into 
symphonic band; don’t goof off when you’re at competitions because 
the judges will lower your score; be responsible for your music and 
your instrument; don’t leave your instrument at school; do the 
fundraisers so you don’t have to pay as much for band trips; go to band 

j camp so you can go to Six Flags; go to band camp to learn how to 
march; march at football games; march in parades; parades can be 
painful so stop complaining because everyone has to march in them; 
fold your pants on the pleat; put your gloves in your pocket; nobody has 
to wear the uniforms on senior show because you wear costumes; don’t 
forrr<=>t tVlO rnctnmQ AT oIcq irmi nrill li-nro t/-v•f-Tk.r-* O..- ‘ . 
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pep band during basketball games; you play in pep band in football 
•plavoff aames: memorize the fiaht snna- net vnnr nar^ntc: to H-dno 
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music and instrument in the band locker room; practice!; I don’t want to 
Dractico: VOIl don’t havp to nraotiOo a Inf if vhii irrimur Ttmn-r ntirto rmllir 

band and have fun. 

April Weiss 
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By: Sarah Riedel 

Daydream because reality is too boring for those who dare to 
think; thinking opens the mind and entices the brain; don't depend on 
reality, the rules are too strict to follow, make the rules of fantasy 
where up is down and down is sideways; follow your heart, not your 

mind, especially when the world tells you otherwise; careful, the 
mind is a dangerous place, full of dark and scandalous thoughts; 

beware the nightmares of guns and murderous beings in the dream 
world—the night terrors that wake you screaming in the night, and 
make you shudder during the day; sit under the stars and moon, 
because night is the ultimate time of day; watch sunsets over dried 
corn fields; there are no corn fields; walk outside and smile for no 
reason—the day's too beautiful not to; swing for endless hours, high 
as possible until going over the top; dance and sing in the moment 
because life's a musical, even if no one else can hear the music; I can 
't sing; laugh till it hurts; tell a story, one so believable yet unreal, 
or so unbelievable it's real; long for a place you cannot go, whether a 
world or a city far away; never let go of a dream; carry it 

everywhere; wear it as a necklace to let the world recognize you 
are a dreamer; don t let it die—when that happens reality has won; 
start an adventure, bold, silly, and completely outrageous; create 
another world, one that doesn't exist in reality; see the vibrant 
colors, they don't exist in on Earth; see the people you created, too 

perfect to be real; this is how you smile, genuinely, not false; this is 
how you cry; this is how you pick yourself up again; this is how you 

sigh when awakened into reality; this is how you wait for a dream on 
those long and lonely days; wait for your dream to come true, all the 
wait will be worth it; daydream to escape; daydream to smile; 
daydream to live; daydream to dream. 



A soaring, blowing, ripping at my window 

imagine what it would be like to be the wind 

Gliding effortlessly threw the meadow 

St’s undefined 

And floats between the lines 

Above seas and mountains 

You can’t keep it confined 

That’s why the wind and t are so different 

Because while it's soaring freely 

I’m stuck behind 
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The rush of light, and it begins. 
New and unknowing 

The beauty overwhelming 
The world is open and waiting 

Take it in until you burst 

They pull you away, you’re just a number 
Your soul robbed, the sameness setting. 
Madness^that madness 

T ouch, be touched, refuse. 
It is not over. It never is. Do you not agree? 

I emerged from the storm. 
Commit to your cause and be free. 

Refuse to be them. 

It’s almost over, can’t you smell it? 
The debris at your feet 

Your hands are cold and heart is dead 
Now you know and want it hack 

The universe ticks on and on 
While we helplessly feed it. 

The night sets 
The rush of light, and it’s over. 

The cloak of dust is over you 
And there you linger, rotting and helpless 



A Dreamer's Thoughts 
By: Sarah Riedel ** 

I am a dreamer who laughs out loud and wishes on stars. 

I wonder why others don't think as I do. 

I hear in my head the beat of my music and tap to the 

rhythm. 

I see a world full of magic and adventure. 

I want to show others my world, and let them smile. 

I am a dreamer who laughs out loud and wishes on stars. 

I pretend to be my heroes so, 

I feel their triumph and excitement too. 

I touch their world before it fades away forever. 

I worry that one day I'll never dream again. 

I cry in protest when they say it will happen. 

I am a dreamer who laughs out loud and wishes on stars 

mtw 
gr 

I understand that world is not real, but 

I say through daydreams it is. 

I dream that I am there and anywhere but here. 

I try to show others. 

I hope they understand. 

I am a dreamer who laughs out loud and wishes on stars. 
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I am cautiously curious. I am a dreamer. 
I wonder what clouds feel like when they’re full 

of water. 
I hear the raindrops falling onto the flower’s 

petals. 
I see obstacles in life many avoid. 
I want a stress free environment. 

I am cautiously curious. I am a dreamer. 
I pretend I don’t listen. 

I feel others thoughts around me. 
1 touch lightning without being harmed. 

I worry what society teaches the children. 
I cry when someone close fades away. 

I am cautiously curious. I am a dreamer. 
I understand things with a deeper meaning. 

I say my faith. 
I dream when I probably shouldn’t. 

I try to always appear happy. 
I hope for a better future. 

I am cautiously curious. I am a dreamer. 

I*® 



A Solemn Escape 
By: Gwen Abington 

Live 
life like 
an enchanting 
dream. The repetitive 

image of an amazing vacation 
comes to mind. So climb on the cruise ship 
and notice; Tourists modeling multicolored 

bathing 
suits. 
The 

dragon 

flies 
forming a buzzing anny, unlike harmless seagulls that fly. Be curious, 

bury your toes in the sand. Turn over a shell or throw a bonfire. 
Children crouch over sandcastles in concentration. 
The ocean is overwhelmed and swelling with its 

own current, tapering crashes at the ocean edges. 
Sunshine and warmth, yesterday and today; 
a big yellow day awaits of tTopical drinks 

and a beach sunset. 





^from tfcie Stars to me Sea 
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The slipperg stones sparkled from the striking stars 

"With the brigfyifdmmoon big andhigh in theslg 

Andthe stars thrown about fife a burg in the 

'■ crashing waves 

The big waves with their rough, mdch.arms 

Sparkling from the shine of the stars 

Throughout the night there was no dud andfonefg 

star l\. 

Cjofdandnavg, intertwinedwith the conffiet of rough 

air 

Nept to the ocean beneath the bright and high moon 

Jvteanwhile, the wet fandwas roaring underneath 

As its cradle swaged from the restless wafers 

The ocean screams, silence with its roaring waves 
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BY: CAROLINE BLAKE 

I am athletic and a softball player 

I wonder what is behind my coach's thoughts 

i hear the ball hear the bat 

I am athletic and a softball player 

I pretend that I am the best player in the world 

1 feel happy when I play my best 

1 touch the trophy 

I cry when I get hurt 

1 am athletic and a softball player 

f understand I am not be the best softball player 

I say 1 can instead of I cannot 

I dream of winning 

1 try my hardest 

I hope Scan win 

S am athletic and a softball player 



The Runners 
Bv: Juliann Dickey 

They run free. They 
have no care in the 
world. They want peace. 
They want a family. 
They want to feel love. 
They want to feel faith. 
They run when there is 
danger. They rest when 
they are tired. They eat, 
when they are hungry. 
They drink when they 
are thirsty. They take 
care of one another. The 
stallion watches out for 
all. He cares. He 
protects. He wants 
peace. He wants love. 
He feels some of these 
things but not all. When 
they run the wind is in 
their face. They like to 
run. The wind in the 
face feels good. They 

run in herds. Not in 
packs. They want peace 
for each other. They 
want no harm to no one. 
They deserve faith as 
well as hope. As they 
run each one hopes that 
one does not get 
attacked buy vicious 
animals that want them 
for pray. All they want 
is to be able to run free 
with each other. They 
run with some fear but 
not a lot. They have to 
know what may happen. 
The bad and angry 
might happen. It might 
not. They will have to 
wait and see what 
becomes of them each 
day. 





Do’s and Do not s 

of Tennis 

By: Caroline Blake 

Pay attention; share; show up for practice; 
behave; make friends; be nice to everyone; 
respect yourself, others around you and the 
sport; listen to your coach; early is on time, 
on time is late; if you need help just ask; 
NEVER lay in the middle of practice to get a 
tan, who does that; do not say that you ride 
the activity bus when you do not; don not 
throw items at you teammates; do not lie to 
your coach; do not screw around when the 
coach is trying to tell you something; if you 
walk around to look at shirtless guy, instead 
of practicing, then you are guaranteed little 
playing time; do not talk back; skipping is 
bad; you will not getting any better, what if I 
have something going on? If you have 
something more important then practice 
then explain you situation to your coach and 
you guys can work something out; do not be 
a big stuck up; this is the do’s and do not’s 

of tennis practice. 



Han Alone 

On a large island standing alone among many. 

Masses of trees swaying gently. 

There was a man who knew no change. 

Striving forever longingly day and night. 

Obsessively determined to outlast time. 

Searching within, searching to complete. 

For those inner freedoms he reaches out. 

Making only scratches on the glass. 
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sluttish-put some clothes on, you people have taken P.DA. tqa whole 
new level, when I’m walking through the hallway I do not need to see you 
sticking your tongue down someone’s throat,We do not have a problem 

and save that affection for shine place outside of school, now that were 

team is dojng pretty well and so is your volleyball team, most of you guys 
are starting to get the hang of actually dancing at dances, many of your 
are picking up the school spirit^ sq all in all you do have many flaws, but 

David HarrigntOn 

standing there riot cheering you are showing your ignorance, because 
your taking lip room and yet you are useless; But I'm not usefess/just 

want towatch the game, well that’s fine and all, but unless your 

cheering get oiit Of the way, also get out of the way in the hallways, when 
you see a senior coming your way be prepared to move, seriously why do 
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A Guide to Freshman 
By: Matt McKinney 

You probably hear about always treating seniors 
and upperclassmen with respect; otherwise they’ll y 
trash can you or give you an elevator pass; they say to 
sit in the back at football games, don't cut in the lunch 
line; but they don't care as much as you think; in fact 
they barely do anything at all if you violate these 
things; who would want to be the only freshman in the 
front row anyways? Well, I wouldn't, Upperclassmen 
will probably even like you if you don't act immature; 
Really they will? Sure, as long as you don't walk ex¬ 
tremely slow in the hallways like all the other fresh¬ 
men do; If you dress for the themes at football games,, 
basketball games, and so forth they'll love you; and if 
you drive to school, don't worry about parking at the 
tennis courts; if there is enough spots at the school lot 
park there’ as long as you let the seniors get the close 
ones to the school; wait amimtt&wftat if I get caught?' 
Then you’ll probably get a warning; then it would be a 
good idea to park at the tennis courts; if you have 
classes with seniors and your concerned about being 
smarter then them and showing them up; heck they 
don't care, they’ll probably be impressed; all you have 
to do is not smart off to them and give them a little re¬ 
spect and you might even make a friend or two. 



Eternity 

The lips of my heart speak without being heard 
Cold, screaming silence, stillness 

Magical, yet melancholy, mimicking a moonlit cemetery 
But hope is present where darkness seems like a fog 

As if someone once permitted dead now exists 
And for this, hope is eternal 

What first opened these ignorant ears of mine? 
I was in lust with fame and glory 

Believed achieving what is sought, the ultimate victory 
Direct me away from the fork of hesitation 

Help me stare ‘em all through to the heart and never be in 
wonder 

And for this, courage is eternal 

My heart yearns for love, like petals for sunlight 
Hidden in a garden along the deserted path 

Lost by some, but never forsaken by its provider 
And for this, love is eternal 

- Carrie Kilenl 



The Wilderness 

Hi The creature’s jaw fail of teeth devour the other’s mass 

§jf§ Just before the forest of his building 

Bgj They tussle, they glare in the other’s eyes, they eliminate, and they prevail 

i||j The boisterous small giant dies after many summers 

tfg Who slumbers and stumbles in their grave of chaos 

||1 The florescent roar of their waves could be heard as they gurgle by the shore 

HI While the four forest-grown fox’s fight in the forefront 

The noise, clinkity-clankity is waking the creatures of the wilderness 

After the incitement, the creature wagged his fluffy red tail while 

In the top of the oak trees, it constructs a fortress, like a castle 

S currying away during the morning dusky haze where 

There the creature discovers a showering heap of riches 

By: Darren Dillon 
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“I Am” 

By: Ronnie Frantz 

1 am discrete and observant. 

I wonder why the boy tries. 

I hear his fast, erratic breath as he prepares to run, ready for more punishment. 

I see him at home, spending his nights doing school work until he retires to bed only to repeat the same 

process the next day as he has rehearsed countless nights. 

I want him to be at a friend's house or simply having quality time with his family. 

I am discrete and observant. 

I pretend that he doesn’t care if he spends his youth doing labors that others have grown to expect of him. 

1 feel the physical and metal pain that follows the loss of a close game, the one game that was a defining 

moment for him and his team. 

I touch the disfiguring scar left from a past battle with cancer, thinking how blessed he must have been to 

have detected it early. 

I worry what the future holds for him as he enters the adult world, and what he must do to rebuild it. 

1 cry when he disappoints his grandmother who comes to watch him compete, he wonders which game 

maybe the last she will ever attend since she is fighting in her own battle with cancer. 

I am discrete and observant. 

1 understand that one day his sacrifices will be worth all the struggles and the invaluable life lessons he is 

sure to have learned. 

1 say that if he. can survive hardships, he will become an outstanding person. 

I dream he will achieve his goals of becoming a doctor as well as a family man. 

I try to convince him that the advance and frustrating classes he has chosen will pay off in the grand 

scheme of things. 

1 hope he stays on the right path to achieve his goals and will endure any unforeseen challenges that may 

arise. 

I am discrete and observant. 
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Ekese works unspoken 

doulk mean a lifetime of sakness 
Ekese works unspoken coutb mean a multituke of regrets 

QBftese works unspoken 

doulk mean an unfulfillek life 

gcljese works unspoken 

doulk mean kurt looek ones 

gokese works unspoken onee left unspoken, 

dan neuer 6e keark. 



Uniqueness is key; individuality makes you unique 
be different, be exciting, be a rebel— in a good 
way—you can be a rebel by being a good exam¬ 
ple; how can you be a rebel without making bad 
decisions; rebellion is simply not conforming to what 
the “norm" is so you simply DO NOT do what every¬ 
one else is doing, rebellion is a way of expressing 
your true feelings, and your true feelings definitely 
are not to get wasted every weekend; seriously 
speaking, everyone knows that you do not want to 
go to jail for having an un-memorable night of puk¬ 
ing, that's right, I said—who says getting wasted 
means forgetting the fun you had— getting wasted 
wastes brain cells, also known as memory, smarts, 
logic, and so on; I really do not need to give you all 
the details of why getting high or being intoxicated 
is bad because you know all of that; but by the 
definition of rebellion, I am a rebel, so coming from 
a true rebel, myself, I tell you it is a complete waste 
of time! The only successful people who have party 
lifestyles became rich & famous before they 
“partied it up" every night— but back to the facts— 
why would anyone give up their intelligence or 
freedom for one night of “being cool?! Rebel from 
what every adult expects you to do every Saturday 
night; instead of “partying it up” go bowling with 
your girlfriends and maybe have some fun and go 
to church in the morning! Heck I’d say that is out 
the "norm”— plus you made tons of memories and 
inside jokes; so be unique, stand out, strut your stuff 
and remember all the fun you had in high school! 

By: Victoria Hawley 





Spring 
By: Madcly LeDoux 

With morning mists still creeping 

Along a sun-bathed shore 

1 look carefully as 1 walk 

While leaving Soot prints on the shore 



lam... 

I am independent and a perfectionist 

/ wonder what career will choose me 

I hear the stirring of the whisk 

I see myself in a grand kitchen 

/ want to be a great chef 

I am independent and a perfectionist 

lpretend to work with all the greats 

I feel honored to be blessed with such an opportunity 

I touch my apron impatient to start 

I worry I will make a recipe wrong 

I cry I will make a blunder 

I am independent and a perfectionist 

/ understand what needs to be done 

I say the orders that need to be fulfilled 

1 dream I am the greatest chef 

I try to reach my greatest capability 

I hope to achieve greatness 

I ant independent and a perfectionist 

Katie Blount 
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Just before dawn time is purple 

The yellow bee sits awkwardly still 

The blue wind blows and orange rain falls in my heart 

It is difficult for anyone to escape our colorful world 

Full is the ocean fair is the sun 

I see them loved like doves 

To the sky in the daylight sun 

Under the bright moon I see a dove 
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Your warm smile watched me write your name upon the soft 
gold sand 

The morning dawn is glazed upon the walls and windows which 
shine 

Pray on your lucky stars your not beyond the universe 



I am a peacemaker and I am change. 

I hear the hum of the earth, spinning in its 

routine. 

I see right through the blind; the shield; die 

v ■; 1(, • i' ■: charade, 

I want a better tomorrow, a better today. 

I am a peacemaker and I am change. 
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■ I pretend I don’t: ?ee through the act, even 

I feel the pressure pushing down on me, and |||k 

I touch the bottom. ^g| 

I worry I will not make it back to the top. ijP%v 

I cry when I realize it will not be as easy as I 
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I understand change is slow, but still 

I say change is now. 

: J dream of a happy ending, 

I try to make it happen; to change the world. 

I am a peacemaker and I am change. 

S0!IsMiJfe- 

Abby Peetrers 





How To Be The Milwaukee Brewers 
By: Ben Schroder 

This is how you win games; this is how to win playoff se¬ 
ries; this is how to beat the Phillies; this is how to make it 
to the World Series; Mike Cameron-this is how to catch; 
Prince Fielder- this is how to get out of a slump; Everyone- 
this is how to help out CC and Ben Sheets; Dave Sveum- 
this is how to manage; this is how you replace Ned Yost; 
“we know these things; ’’ then do them; what are you guys 
waiting for, an invitation? Heres one— the World Series; like 
it?-win; this is how to come from behind; this is how to be 
clutch; this is how to win games in the 9th; this is how to 
go in to extras; this is how to get to the World Series; this is 
how to be a leader; this is how to not make errors; this is 
how to catch grounder and fly balls; this is how to hit; this 
is how to pitch well; this is how to win at home; this is how 
to win on the road; this is how not to lose 11 out of 14 
games; this is how to be a family; this is how to be the Mil¬ 

waukee Brewers! 



I'M ON X BOX! 
Rollin’ with my speeechies 

iffiitl tie lex ear cleese. 
We’re with Stacie at the wheel 

Weaving across the road 

on- the way to All-state. 
We’ve <pot Haite with imp rev 

And Kate with Susan B. 

trl)en Sfjari on tf)e manaoPSs 
And Moe with the grurfalos. 

^4^e're the %JYovtb ^$eott Speeechies 



Pa revcts 

By 
Brlawwa Meyer 

watch out for your brothers and sisters; wo lie the dog; 

walie your sister home from, school; always do your 

chores,; never go to school awd leave your bed uiAmade; J 

r>ld you remember to put away your laundry?; yes 

mom ! did; f was just chectelwg because you forget to J 

put It away quite oftew; Remember to do your home- 

worle after your chores are done; Mow'd you get that fjyCw: 

grade?; to a B>ylad, what's so bad about that?; \ lewow 

you can do better on It; / studied really hard for that 

tot so I'm sorry / didn't get an A; (t's wot the fact that | 

you dldw't get an A. on It ft's the fact that you could've fj 

gottew a better grade on It; you are a smart girl, so put 

that bralw of yours to good use; dow't give out personal 

Information online; behave at school; What did you 

learn at school today?; remember to plcte up your sister 

after school; dow't talie to strangers; watch your sister; l|JlfMil 

help made the meal; Why are you watching r.v.?; (s U^|g||| 

nothing, you have worfeto do; Come watch your brother 

a wd sisters while i tatee s>ean to football; ttave you WSiffrl 
taden the dog for a walk? yet?; dad (have taken 

him for a walk; Alright I'm just checking because you 

forget to wald him a lot; Dow't wald Riley after dard; ||gfjjjHI 

Do you have a wy thlwg golwg ow to wight?; No, why?; tfdfffy, 
'Because you weed to baby-sit; can't ( go to someone's-; ; 

No wot fewighl;feca;use'y'ou>.’weed.to baby- : 

sit; whatever; Dow't talfe bade to your mom; Be careful; ;. 

Watch out for you brothers awd sisters. . Ullpli 





I have seen 
the sun 

set with yellows 
blues and purples. 

The world changes 
wh en th e 

bright yellow sun 
sets in the clouds 

The hills and trees 
seem so 

bright when the 
wind blows with 

the sunset. 

It relaxes the 
body and 

makes you want 
to smile when 

it sets in 
the clouds on 

the hills. 

Bright skies makes 
you happy 

that you were 
outside today. Smile 

hug and cheer for 
such a wonderful day 
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Never forget your instrument at home; never forget what 
time you have a band lesson; make sure that when you have a 

computer assignment that you know how to spell the name 

of your instrument; this is how you march; this is how you 

pin wheel; don't goof off- you will make your squad leader 
angry; write down your lesson time so you don't have to 

make them up; always wear the smelly uniforms o matter 
how much you don’t want to; try not to trip while marching 

and avoid being called a stupid freshman; never forget your 

locker combination; don't keep wet shoes in your locker- 
they will start to smell; wear a costume for the senior show 

or else you will have to wear the smelly 25 year old 
uniforms; remember what chair you are for concerts; 
practice your music when told; and don't forget your 
lessons; practice your scales- you wont do so good if 

practice an hour the night before; this id how you put your 
books, an instrument, and a coat in your locker and not have 
them hit your face when you open it; this is how you survive 

freshman year. 





I finally did it! Something that has 
been bothering me since it happened. 
Today I turned a mistake into a right. 

Today I faced my fears, stepped 
up and righted a wrong that should 
have been righted a long time ago. 
I faced my demons and did the right 

thing. I did the right thing and I think 
I gained some respect from him and 
ior myself. For once in my Hie I am 
proud of myself for doing the right 
thing. I think now I can sleep better 

at night knowing I did the right thing. 

-Cole Gay 



3 Utfe*. 

I am a believer and true | 
I wonder at the power He evokes 
I hear their maniacal voices echo 

I see their futile attempts 
I want the strength to resist 

I am a believer and true 

I pretend I can’t feel it, but I know He’s there 
I feel the need to push forward 

I touch a fleeting faith l||l f 
I worry about time; how much is left? 
I cry when I remember life’s simplicity 

I am a believer and true 

I understand 1 am not alone 
1 say we only need one thing 

I dream of the day when it makes sense 
I try to see the beauty everything holds 

|f;.- hope I reach that place 
lip I am a believer and true 

~Samantha Beitzel 



The Ancient man and his youth 
The ancient man. 
Lived on Barren land. 

With his supplies, 
He shot his hopes through the dark. 

He glanced a second time at his goal, 
a flickering light in the distance. 

In his youth, 

A boy who was black as an endless pit. 
Smiles at the destruction of hope. 

Sorrow follows him through doomsday mountains. 
Darkness was the heart of the boy. 

They hung him with a knotted rope. 
He became awful still but. 
He did not die. 

God gave him a second chance, 

He crossed an ocean dark as midnight. 
He became the ancient man, 

Walking through doomsday mountains. 

Endlessly. 

By; 
David Harrington 
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Do all your homework, always do your homework and when 
your trying to do your homework don’t go on Facebook and look at 
all your pictures that have been tagged of you or from the dance 
that weekend, or at your friends pictures, and don’t be a loser and 
look at peoples wall to wall and although everyone does it, you 
should probably get a life and do your homework that was as¬ 
signed to you, sometimes eating while doing homework helps but 
it usually distracts you from doing your work, and you might spill 
on your work and the next day when your teacher asks what hap¬ 
pened you'll have to go into a long story explaining what happened 
and how you were not eating while doing your homework it just fell 
out of your binder in the cafeteria and landed on someone's lunch 
tray, and it happened to be the day that person choose to eat a 
wrap but they didn’t like the sauce so they unwrapped the wrap 
and were in the process of removing the sauce but your paper de¬ 
cided to fly through the air and land on the open wrap covered in 
gross school lunch sauce, and despite the fact that you made the 
whole story up on the spot your teacher believes you and you ac¬ 
cepts it cause its only homework and teachers in high school feel 
like homework is only worth like 5 points so the story in itself 
earned you 5 points for the effort you put into making up the story. 
What does that have to do with doing my homework? I don’t know 
but another tip is to listen to music while trying to do your home¬ 
work, my favorite music to listen to is on Pandora, which is an 
online radio station that makes you create your own stations 
which only play music you like, its pretty handy, and I have many 
types of stations. Do you ever get your homework done?\Ne\\ after 
I make myself comfortable with my music and my food I can con¬ 
centrate and be sufficient in getting my homework done. 

- Carrie Kilen 





I Am Not Yet Alone; Spare Me 

Due to your demonstrated dastardly devotion 
It's unlikely they would have stopped you 
In your search for a quest that seemed worthy 
enough 
But 

You are a friend- 
Your struggle is mine and mine is yours. 
Together we are consoling a broken child 
Like we would crying adults awakened to their 
ignorant lives 
And after that hurdle lies another 
So all we want is hope 
and our ticket away 
To a place with no chronic, aching hurt 

We cant come apart you and 1 
Because for us, 
A handshake served as a pact 
That we were in this together until the end 

Due to your demonstrated dastardly devotion 
It's unlikely they would have stopped you 
in your search for a quest that seemed worthy 
enough 
But 
I will 

Amanda Ploof 



Is It Love? 

The comfort of one another, 
knowing they are always there. 

The feel ing you get, 
that is too much to bear. 
Is it love? 

The warmth of their presence,, 
the smiles from gazing in their eyes. 

The bond- so- strong, 
and has the most truthful ties. 

Fingers interlocking* 
palms pressed against one another. 

...Arms hmshing.SQflly by, 

^while walkimyto the place^ 
where ifis.ohly you and hirmx 

Is it liwe? 

A picture perfect place, J§|: 
where no harm will ever comCgf 
The place for only the two ggpu, 
that will never be ruined. A x 
Is it love? jJJ§f 

V 

Hearing the soft Spoken words, 

hof the one whodfieans the most 
"'Wrapped tightly into each others anus, 

feeitp^jp^r x 
The comfort of one another, 
knowing they are always there. •; *. 

The feeling you wish for, 
to find in your life. 

Is it love? 



Michael Harry 

Remember to do your homework and turn it in on time; stay organized—stuffing 

papers away randomly is sloppy; don't be lazy or procrastinate; don't breathe 

loudly, sighs can become annoying; don't squeak your chair; expect the possibility 

of an unexpected turn of events; but what if Iforget something; always be prepared 

for anything and everything; don’t snap your gum in class; don’t eat the wrapper of 

Stride gum—it’s not rice paper; don't eat candy in class, others will become jealous 

of your treat; avoid biting your fingernails, you might need them sometime; don't 

write on desks, it just creates future distractions; don't forget to eat lunch; try to eat 

a snack in the afternoon; don’t throw away your silverware at lunch, you'll just hav 

to dig it out of the trash later; drink plenty of water during the day to stay hydrated 

don't fall asleep in geometry, at least for very long; an iPod won't help you learn, 

about world history; ask for help if you need it; but what will others think about me 

if I ask for help; asking for help is perfectly normal, don't worry about what others 

think; don’t underestimate yourself; don't stress out over the little things; make new 

friends whenever you can—communication is essential; try to stay at peace with 

your friends—fighting accomplishes nothing; don’t talk while a teacher is 

instructing, it will just annoy them and the rest of the class; pay attention, or you 

will drift off into a world of nonsense, never to be heard from again; don’t stare at 

the clock, it just slows time down; multitasking will just slow you down, try not to 

play with the water faucets in biology; study as much as possible so you will be 

prepared for the next test, which is coming up sooner than you think; take a break 

once in a while—you deserve it; don’t forget to set your alarm clock so you don’t 

accidentally oversleep; if something does go wrong, ad lib; there is a fine line 

between working hard and hardly working; make up work as soon as possible if 

you are sick; dress appropriately for the weather, or you’ll freeze during marching 

band rehearsal; try not to borrow money from people—you might forget to pay 

them back later; if you lend out pencils to your friends, make sure you still have a 

pencil left to write with; most of all, remember to have a good time. 





(DayCight ‘Hours 

(Before the sun sets and the darkened streets come 

alive 
She is serene, caught as in reveries. 

While torrents rouse the hell born spirit within her 
She stumbles — a solitary being. 

(Zfie sun has set and brought to life 

A fairytale sent meandering through his ear. 
He is intimidated. 

She will surely shatter his apprehension. 

‘Iliis evening, amid the comforting radiance 

Her opinion transforms, 
Becoming a beacon of light. 

An airless murmur of guidance. 

One day ends yet the sun will again greet them with 

Resonating voices who unite with acidic song. 

Aamantha Beitzel 



By Darion Schaefer 

In mtmvrisj vj\ 

£> cat* 

I am the memory; X am what is left 

r M/CH{(er where Ae t5 aw<( Aew7 Ae B fointj 

Is little, nose; tAc Aah^ of his hoys arounf 

his f-A-^fi 

I see AB hroWn eyes, stariny uy at me 

X Want Aij+v AacA. 

f A-frv tAe memory; T A-fn. what is left 

X yretenf I ftfnt Walk a Way 

Xfeel his Mrs, lony an f So ft 

l touch hisfur, like, silk in eVery stranf 

X Worry that X was Wrony 

X cry when X think of walking away] of not looking 'hack 

X am the memory; X am what is left 

J-Sfcw 

'fM 
111 

Photos by: Darion Schaefer 

X unferstani 1 can neVer haVe him hack 

X say that Cjof should have gotten his own rahhit; he is mine 

X ({ream that any other haf gotten it 

X trtf to forget; X try to moVe on 

X hoye that X met him ay ain 

X am the memory 

I {tyn, Wkfrt is left. 



f-fow to Au.tu.ku.tA, 

Wait for the leaves to settle upon the ground; the longer you wait, the 
more leaves there will be, so find an ounce of patience; another plus to 

waiting is the leaves will become crunchy; be sure there are no stragglers; 
go to your garage of wherever else you might keep your tools; sift 

through them until you find a rake; what if I have more than one?; if you 
happen to have more than one, pick the rake that looks sturdiest; if they 

are all sturdy, pick the rake that is easiest for you to handle; if all the 
rakes are easy to handle, you are out of luck; once there, fetch a rake; 
keep the rake with you and return to the fallen leaves; rake the leaves 
into a pile; the bigger the pile the better; perfect the pile to your liking; 

perhaps construct it to be tall and deep; big and wide; maybe even a com¬ 
bination of the two; walk precisely thirty feet away from your pile and set 

the rake on the ground; what if I walk only twenty-nine feet?; anything 
less and you will surely be hurt; the enthusiasm provoked by a pile of 

leaves surpasses all else; do this to ensure you do not jump on your rake; 
if you jumped on your rake, I can guarantee you will not be a happy per¬ 
son; leaf piles are not meant to hurt you; please do not give others that 

idea by jumping on your rake and permitting them to see your pain; 
mothers will forbid their children from going near leaf piles; leaves will 
sorely miss being raked into piles and children jumping into them; walk 

back to the pile and stand a foot away from the very edge; plant your feet 
shoulder width apart; bend your knees; since you should already know 
how to jump, move from the position I mentioned above and jump into 

the leaf pile; this action should be repeated until the 
jumper is so tired they can hardly put the rake away and 

walk into their house. 

Samantha Beitzel 





Soccer 
By: Abbie Cahill 

Play as a team; be aggressive; stay back on defense; push up on offense; 

run for every ball; do not let the ball go out of bounds; do not use your 

hands unless you happen to be a goalie; watch for offsides; be careful not 

to be too aggressive or you might receive a pretty yellow or red card; do 

not talk back to the refs even if they make a terrible call; this is how 

you make a good pass; this is how you make a good run off the ball so 

your coach does not yell at you for just standing there; this is how you 

score; this is how you score without being offsides; this is how you throw 

in a ball without lifting your feet; this is how to beat the defenders; this 

is how to cross the ball in front of the goal; never pass the ball through 

the middle in front of your own goal; but / never pass the ball through 

the middle in front of my own goal; this is how you get the water for 

practice and this way the upperclassmen and coaches won’t be mad at 

you; when you do have water duty, always get a ride from an 

upperclassman or you’ll be late to practice; work hard at practice and 

don’t make excuses or whine—no one appreciates it; always be on time 

for games and practice; don’t miss the bus; but what if / am running 

late!; do not make excuses; play hard; do it for the love of the game; stay 

light on your feet; anticipate the ball; trap it so it will 

stay close; dribble less, pass more; play with your heart; 

play for your school; play for your family; play for your /T 

team; play for your pride; play for yourself. 



I AAL^ME 

I am overly joyous and odd. 

I wonder why people are more concerned with the rain than the 

proceeding rainbow: 

I hear music everywhere, even in a quiet room. 

I see objects and people dancing everywhere, even when no one 

else does. 

I want for happiness and peace like most people do, but I secretly 

wish for chaos too. 

I am overly joyous and odd. 

I pretend I can fly like Peter Pan. 

I feel pain when darkness prevails. 

I touch the real world\ but wish for the world in my dreams. 

I worry that no one else understands me. 

I cry the plants that die in the fall, but jump for joy at winter's 

snowfall. 

I am overly joyous and odd. 

I understand that I may be too much to handle. 

I say that laughter truly is the best medicine. 

I dream of bright colors, coo! nights, and starry skies 

I hope for a world with strange folks like me that use words like 

plethora and nifty. 

I am overly joyous and odd. 

By: Kristyn Griesbach 



They were speaking as one 

In a voice that resounded in harmony, 

The whispers of hate a steady hum in the back of their minds; 

Arguing truth and lies in devious and conniving ways. 

Now all the good shall wonder— 

the murmur that beckons their guilty conscience from its hiding place; 

The tempting call from the darkness; 

Showing them a reality through opened eyes? 

This world, with its chaos and trouble, was surely not their own, 

Was it? In their minds, of course not. 

To the quiet ones, it was; so who did it belong to? 

The creators of harmony and peace, 

Or the clear viewers of the world? 

Both argued over the fate of that planet, 

And the good became hateful; then the aware, 

In their knowledge, became peaceful. 

How quickly things change when 

The wanted becomes the unwanted. 



Photo By: Alaina Hill 

The Ebon Babe 

A Scamper Poem 

By: Alaina Hill 

Like cloudy days forsake sunny skies 

Snowflakes bustle across coat of gray 

Beginning of a blackened brook in brown eyes 

What message do your chocolate eyes convey? 

A wind unfurled your peppercorn tassel 

A breeze tossed your silver mane 

Reveled fondly in pasture castle 

Loving nibbles nibbled on clover vein 

You need not hate your muddy coat 

She'll shed to silken pearl 

Your baby a mousy brown black does denote 

The ebon babe and mother of pearl 

A fine babe you will keep 

like his mother he will be strong 

You'll watch aver while he sleeps 

You'll teach him right from wrong 

A perfect baby you shall raise 

You, my Dolly girl 

And in the pasture both do graze 

The ebon babe and his mother of pearl 



By: Juliana Dickey 

When I Dream, I Dream Of You. / 

When I Am With You I Cannot Believe. 
I Hoped and Prayed For You For Years and Years. 

Know You Are::l^retWi^i^fdiyTT YdtT v 
When You Touch Me l Get Shivers. 

When You Kiss Me;Y^eSparlde,;T Y,Fy, 
You Are My Night And Slphnihg AjTnor. 'y^|YYTyTY/\ 

You Are There When I Need Protection. 
You Are There When 1 Need Love.;; vj Y 

You Are There When 1 Need To Cry. 
You Are There When I Need To Talk. 

You Rescue Me When I Need TO Be Saved. 
You.AreYours. 
You Ate MyiDKam Come Truer 
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Caitlyn Nass 

lam but a human, admitting this flaw- 
PsJkSSS* i&MP%0&$§ fi&i 

That those with swords will find their glory, but I have no care to battle even 
&$£p?5ir*£?. . ??*! 

iHia HHii! Iflpfgthe wind||i8*|St liMlii 
• • II 

I am bowed, by the pull of emptiness I lean 

To see hundreds of blind and helpless snakes; held captive in their coils. 

1 once flew with purpose-filled feet, but vision’s now blurred in my part of 

« - ^^thesky.^^ |§j||f§ 

Like a badge, I wore my plastic trophies 

I ; But they were cracked by the hardened darkness in my eyes, the place 

where silence found a home. 

I feel no care even for safety, no fear of witches or their charms. 

} * V> Vr V:^ If one does possess empathy; please, come-lend me your passion 'y.;:V'> 

:■■■' y "-r 

V. 

consciousness; 

1 : .fjjjfJS^ tjjf priceless gifts Jgf§| 

Show me love and compassion, the secret place where the blessed dance 

ll^^pall nightg^§|| §Jj§|§j 
I Show me how to laugh Without a drink; celebrate a festive hour without 

r: ■/' 

So I, too, can walk a 



I Am... 
Adam Perrin 

I am a wrestler. I am a champion 
I wonder how I end up this year 

I hear my fans cheering 
I see my family and friends 

I want that feeling again 
I am a wrestler. I am a champion. 

I pretend I’m unstoppable 
I feel unsatisfied 

I touch my gold medal with pride 
I worry about nothing 

I cry when I get my hand raised 
I am a wrestler. I am a champion. 

I understand anything can happen 
I say I won’t be beat 

I dream of having 4 framed brackets 
I try my best every match 

I hope to be on top of the podium again 
I am a wrestler. I am a champion. 





udreyMcDermott. 

Song 

Come sit with me and listen, my love 

That Go4 on his throne grasps around for/ 

Only God shall compare music to a summer's day 

Within heaven or hell, fin4 the power to sing 

Storms of song lift off your soul 

Be silent 4uring those songs 

Chasing after my stars 

Our happiness intertwined 

The most romantic of songs! 

Softly he sung, as ! slept 

Haunted with romance 

This night sounds lovely; it makes me want to keep my windows open 

To have song- how miraculous! 

I shall never stop listen!ng-ever 



I Am 

I am an adventurer and a traveler 
I wonder what experiences lay in the path ahead of me 
I hear the call of the wild, and the need to expl ore 
I see the future explorations that will soon fill my life 
I want to be remembered, and live an ambitious life 
I am an adventurer and a traveler 

up 
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I pretend to skydive and rock climb in places that nobody has ever seen 
nor imagined 
I feel myself soaring through the sky weightless and trouble less 
I touch the moment of excitement, and the feeling of tranquility 
I worry that one day these amazing experiences will come to an end 
I cry when I think that someday I will not be able to adventure, 
knowing that there is always more to explore 
I am an adventurer and a traveler 

I understand that not everyone will get these experiences and 
I say that I am very fortunate to be able to do what I have done 
I dream that others will proceed my being, and pursue the travels 
that I have once pursued 
I try to help others realize how unique the world can be and 
I hope that others realize the same things that I do 
I am. an adventurer and a traveler 
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By: Dairen Dillon 



Who fought with the snake at the end of all time? 
Battling the menacing shadows looming in the darkness 

And in the morn the Disciples gather 

Demons stoking their hearts sinful desire 

That snake, tempting them, whispering into their ear 
Peter, who took the oath of loyalty and denied thrice 

Judas, whose betrayal surpassed all measure 
Thomas, the doubter, who had to ask 

And yet HE has known since the beginning 

That there will still be horrible suffering 
But there will be yellow butterflies as well, 

As we drank wine together he promised he would return 
The unfaithful face suffering, the good reward 

And the reward! Did you see it? 

For us earthly riches mean nothing for 
No longer did I have to be a mortal, bathed in sin 

—Travis Reed 



Advice for Younger Siblings 

Some advice for the younger siblings of a family: don't talk back to your older 
brother or sister; they're bigger than you, smarter than you, and much more 

mature than you, deal with it. It's not funny when you kick them, hit them, fight 
them, or bite them, it just proves how dumb you are, its like a rabbit trying to 
take on a tiger; you are doomed to be a good snack if you are not careful, oh, 
and a note for older siblings, feel free to show your seniority but don't be a 
jerk about it, you were their age at one point too.... of course YOU were never 

that immature or that stupid, you knew not to barge into rooms without permis¬ 

sion; its rude, you knew not to slurp your cereal or talk with your mouth open, 
(wow, I sound like a parent), but to be honest it is annoying, we don't want to 
see partially chewed hotdog lounging around inside your mouth. Don't play your 

rap crap excessively loud out of your car window, you aren't black and chances 
are no one around you is either, no one wants to hear about how 50 cent beats 
his wife every night before going out and getting in a gang fight with the 
neighborhood kids, its isn't cool, don't hog the internet or the phone; whatever 
your older sibling is doing is bound to be more important than anything you 

could have planned; don't complain about your homework, your food, or your 

teachers; we all went through it too, you will live! Remember to feed the dog, if 
he dies because of you no one in the household will be happy, if your sibling 

comes in late don't be a tattle-tale; it doesn't get you anywhere in life and I am 
sure that you will be paid back later. Don't be afraid to go out and have fun; let 
go of your fears and your insecurities but don't do anything that you will regret 
later: you have to live with your decisions and your acts forever and you always 
affect the people around you too; sometimes it is as simple as they will lose 
some sleep thinking about what happened to you but at times you can have an 

even greater impact on someone else, you may end the life of someone else be¬ 
cause you were out drinking while driving, sure you were having a great night 
but that great night only lasts what.... 5-6 hours and then it all comes crashing 
down, the reality of what you did lasts forever. As a younger person you may 
want to go all out as soon as you are free, but as your older sibling can probably 
attest, its not all that people make it out to be, especially if someone gets hurt. 

—Travis Reed 





I am disappointed and in disgust 
I wonder when it will happen 

I hear the screaming of the crowd 

I see the score 
I wont ever give up 

I am disappointed and in disgust 

I pretend that we won 
I feel like my heart was torn out 

I touch the trophy 

I worry that we will never win 

I cry when the time runs out 

I am disappointed and in disgust 

I understand that it takes a lot of hard w( 

I say that we will continue on 
I dream of winning it all 

I try my hardest everyday 

I hope the championship will be ours 

1 am disappointed and in disgust 

Dane Mikkelsen 



Children are precious and should be handled with 
great care. Let children be free, but do not let them 
make every decision by themselves. Although chil¬ 
dren can be a pain, they are also the one thing in your 
life that will always be there. Children will be there 
with you your whole life. Without children, lives 
would be miserable. Parents would have no grand¬ 
children and have nothing to look, forward to in life. 
Children make your life much better than you think. 
Children are taken for granted and parents do not real¬ 
ize what they are going through. Parents always need 
to have a close relationship with their children. The 
best way to do that is to have a nice dinner every 
night. It may not seem like much, but it brings the 
whole family together. If children are not close to 
their parents, they will feel betrayed. Many parents 
disregard their children and then the children feel that 
they need to seek someone or something to love them. 
Parents need to talk to their children even about the 
littlest things. Anything and everything will help gain 
a closer relationship with children. Many times a 
child will try to isolated themselves away form soci¬ 
ety. It is sometimes alright for a short period of time, 
but if the isolation continues, it can lead to extremely 

bad things 



The Silent Death 
By: Crystal Allen 

Sixty years I have been worked ctil only flesh 
remained 

With bare hands I shave the tortured skin with 
shame 

Now near death, starving and begging I crawl 
through the wretched streets 

Upon the steps of glass I lay; black blood flowing 
from my wounds 

My flaws are the only reminder I am still alive 
While others pass I watch in anguish as they laugh 

and smile at my state 
The temptation of death envelops me 

But 1 must not surrender now, for laying me back 
in the earth I would pass without a sound 
With age I have come to value the losses 

And for long time I wandered this earth, much, like 
my soul, dingy, dry, and desolate 

I believe there is no purpose now, I am nothing but 
a mold, let go without resistance my story has 

been told 



The Great Escape 

The brown sand soaked up the vicious rain from the heavens 

My angelic wings are wet from the downpour 

While pondering about my future, I gazed upon the shimmering stars 

I randomly walk down winding roads and sneak past watching eyes 

I search for the day that 1 will become a grown man 

The whistling wind called my name out to guide me through my troubles 

The angry swarm is buzzing through the forgotten fields 

The soft song became extremely long 

My reasoning flew out of the window 

I see society judging me like a mirror 

I cannot stand this torture any longer 

Someone is holding me back against my will 

A man chases his dreams like a Hon chases his prey 

I have the spirit of a lion 

We rose with a deafening silence 

By: Dane Mikkelsen 
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Isdy | 
* I do wish, the people declare war for their freedom 

I 
They might seem stronger and far too powerful for defeat 

i|| No foe, no enemy, no wretch had passed her border before 

|H The beach of freedom was dark in the wake of the Storm 

Hi Heroic visions swam through his mind like a knight before battle I The battlefield coated with hate, CRAAAACCKK, the first shot 

As the roars of Hell echoed 

Heroes ride on watercrafts through blood red tide 

The general ordered his men into the hellflre 

Life and death became a reality as the world spun 

■ ■ V 
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Screamed at, by the wounded, I never turned back 

Struggling with the Storm’s weight on his back 

His enemies could not slip from Death’s grip 

Slowly the dust unveils a victor! 

Their old friend, the rain washed them clean from the evidence of sin 

How easily humans entertain themselves with war 

KH I have witnessed more than a young man ought to bear on his conscience 

fhe experience peered form the corners of my mind, a soldier’s creed 

Who battled the self-inflicted, brutal attack on my mind 

||| Go home, and tell my wife I died with valor 

For my flag and country, tell mother, I lay in rest 

^.| 



Michael Harry 

1 am clever and thoughtful 

I wonder about how things work 

1 hear the sound of the midnight train 

1 see progress 

I want peace for everyone 

1 am clever and thoughtful 

I pretend to be brilliant 

I feel great 

I touch, the lives of many 

1 worry about the country 

1 cry for the fallen 

I am clever and thoughtful 

I understand what is going on 

I say what I think 

1 dream about the future and the past 

I try to better myself 

1 hope for prosperity in everyone’s lives 

1 am clever and thoughtful 



My Little Sister 

Allow yourself to be who you want to be; don't let any¬ 

one tell you who you art; stick up for what you think Is right 

aud don't fall Into peer pressure; peer pressure just shadows 

who you really are and kind of wiafee you look stupid; ha 

trust me, I've had experience; you're gorgeous, don't let anyone 

tell you differently; people will getjealous and try to bring 

you down, but just Ic^wort them; eventually people will see how 

strong you are and they will admire you; don't adwdre people 

just because of how popular they are; do admire people for do¬ 

ing what's right; never ever blend In with people; stand out; 

how?; In a good way, of course; be creative, don't copy what 

other people do; be a leader not a follower; never back down 

from your point of view, and stick to It; don't dress to Ucc^ress 

but dress to define who you really are; don't spend two hours. 

In the morning getting ready to Impress a boy; truth Is, you 

loofc the same when you get ready In thirty minutes; don't 

ever wear shirts that are too low, and shorts that are too short; 

your clothes define you; plus you give boys a temptation; 

boys are a subject In their own; I'm going to break It down for 

you, they are stupid!; never let a boy define you; don't ever 

change for a guy; most of them are players, whether you want 

to believe It or not; never look for a true relationship In high 

school; don't fall In love In high school; what about guy 

friends? find good guy friends, they are worvually your best 

friends in tough situations; your girl friends will change, 

and you might lose and gain some. Its ok, make sure you 

don't betray your frlewds, never kiss your best friends crush, 

never lie to your best friend, never let yourself like your best 

friends guy, don't ever let the guy know you like him; don't 

sneak behind your friends back and text; again ( say, stay 

away from boys; they cause drama; enjoy your childhood; 

you only get one chance; although It may be hard, ALWAys 

listen to dad; he Is smart, and knows what he's talking about; 

he says some of the things you think, are crazy because he 

loves you; In fact, \ absolutely love you to death; don't ever 

forget It; ! will always be there for you. 
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I am diligent and passionate 
I wonder what my future hold for me 

I hear the crowd screaming 
I see the goal ahead 

I want a victory 
I am diligent and passionate 

I pretend to score the winning goal 
I doubt myself often 

I feel the perfectly cut grass underneath my feet 
I touch the ball into the net 

I worry that I will let the team down 
I cry when we lose 

I am diligent and passionate 

I understand I will not always win 
I say to work my hardest 

I dream to be the best 
I try to make it happen 
I hope to be successful 

I am diligent and passionate 

Abbie Cahill 





Dress For Success 
Kelli Golinghorst 

Always have clean clothes, never wear anything for more than two days 

between washings, clean clothes say something; they make you neat and 

smart, also keep your look sharp; never leave the house without pressing 

clothing that absolutely requires it, but then again do not leave looking like 

a stiff piece of parchment, and if you are confused about what to wear and 

have no fashion sense at all, just remember that classics, like polos, khakis, 

and basic colors, (try to avoid colors that will not enhance or mesh with 

your skin tone or hair color) will always be in style, although problems can 

arise from these clothing choices too, many kids these days have become 

slightly obsessed with the prep style, sometimes going so far that they look 

like they just stepped out of a golf magazine, so wear everything in mod¬ 

eration, the only day the crazy mix-matching outfits will be acceptable will 

be on crazy day, which is about once a year. 

But how do I look good while at the same time show my cool 

personality ?; one way to look extremely different than the average cut and 

paste kid is to experiment with bright colors, funky accessories, and subtle 

patterns, avoid grandma prints such as flowers, bright animal prints or 

even rainbow shapes, leave those atrocities to the clowns, but there are 

other fashion mistakes that you should try to dodge no matter the 

situation, it is disgusting when people get a view of a girl's bottom or cleav¬ 

age, it is fine and even within fashion rules to wear a low cut shirt, but the 

catch is that there has to be something under it, this is another day for one 

to put their own touch to an outfit, guys on the other hand need to keep 

their pants pulled up, the public does not need to see your backside, wear a 

belt, hike 'em up, if you follow these guidelines you should see the effects 

of your change immediately; people will respect you more and value your 

opinion, don't let your fashion decisions ruin your 

opportunities for the rest of your life, throw out all of your ugly clothes 

and see the dramatic difference right away! 



The Incredible Journey 
By 

Ben Schroder 

While crossing a sea as bright as day, 
A shark rages below him. 
He continues on his journey with the stealth of a coyote. 
Along fields and hill-sides, rushing through streets; 
He skirmished with stags, sledded down slippery slopes, 
raced stallions, and swashbuckled with scaliwags. 
Suddenly, claws of a falcon gripped, and took him into the 
shy. 
Over a mountain, this pilot guides him 
The falcon's shadow stretches, shaped like a hunched bird. 
The great bird dropped him, where a mountain-cat guarded 
a greater foe; 
She sat in the mouth of a cave, eyes closed. 
The mountain-cat leapt at the man, so he led him to a fro¬ 
zen lake. 
The cat stood on a lake of thin ice... 
As the owls gazed, "Crack," went the ice and the cat with it. 
While celebrating his victory by a dancing fire he heard a 
noise in the woods; 
Then two eighty pound rats burst out the forest! 
Down a ribbon of moonlight, the rats chased him; 
He led them to black cliffs gleaming through sleet. 
Where the rats slipped and were tossed upon cloudy seas. 
The man grins for he know he is a warrior not of the blade, 
but of the mind, having vanquished his foes without a sin¬ 
gle blow of his sword. 



am a Dancer 
I am a dancer. 
I wonder what my costumes will be. 
X hear my tap shoes clicking on the floor. 

I can see the stage. 
I want to improve my dance ability. 

I am a dancer. 
I pretend I didn't mess up a step. 

I feel nervous before a recital. 

I touch the bar for warm ups 
I worry that X might mess up in stage. 

I cry when I fall down. 

I am a dancer 
I know that I have to work hard 

better. 
I say I know the steps. 
I dream about the future. 

I try my best when I preform. 
I hope I remember the steps. 

I am a dancer. 
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iSiB I see Kerry Wood closing out game seven, without t 

I want the Cubs to win the World Series.’' 

I am a hopeless Cubs fan. 
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Advice For A Freshman Football Player 

300’s do not refer to the movie because if it did you would hate it; 

pennies in 20 seconds really means pennies in 10 seconds; for lineman 

“the barbeque” does not refer to team dinner, it refers to red stripes 
and aching necks; learn to read a play card; if he says flip it then flip it; 

if it says run a screen or down block then do it; do not walk on the 

field; run on the field, if you don’t then you’ll run 300’s on the field; if 

the water doesn’t turn on then screw it, drink sweat; blood is 

inevitable, play through it; bruises are inevitable, play through them; if 

your not playing your hardest then your not getting better; don t piss 

off the Hoff; don’t piss off the “tough" tee; play with passion; make 

coaches believe that you have potential; don’t skip practice, because 

the coaches will not mind having you skip a game for doing it; don’t 

be a mental midget, be a perfectionist; run through the line, otherwise 

you can run until you do. If you get hurt rub some dirt in it, tape it, 

and worry about it after practice; learn to ride the wave, it will make 

your Mondays go a lot faster; don't steal from family ,you will get 
caught and it will come back to bite you in ass; be coachable, if the 
coach says something then listen to it; respect your upperclassmen, 
because one day you will be playing with them; with every hit does 

not come injury; get back up and for love of god don’t show 

weakness; don’t give people bus rides on the way home from a game; 

it will not work and you will be the one running not the one who got 

a ride; finally don’t be stupid; 

JUST LISTEN AND RESPECT! 

By: Matt Pacha 
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The ~B>UmIUas0 Absence of ALL Fear Cs liA&mrattoiA, 

I cart feel I have relinquished this world9 I left 

nothing 

but a muse skulking in a mist, a secret. 

The awakened time of serenity just before 

quiet and cold solitude. 

Without companions they created there, uttering 

joyous curses of darkness. 

A friend of bookstores in general, abuser of reams 

and ink 

pointing to each his destruction, crumpled paper 

and waste 

The clear vision like joyous silence 

leave behind nights of works and backspace keys 

while watching the muses of the day mature 

on a demonic ceaseless tangent. 

See a sentence so new and so awkward, 

Writing itself shall endure 

if you never throw away your pen and paper. 

Ann Abney 



/ am a worldly girl with no home. 

! wonder where my hometown is. 

(hear the tangle of tongues conversing In different 

Languages. 

see welhnactsmarkt brimming with crepes, Kartofel- 

wurst and children 

doing their Christmas shopping. 

/ want to travel the world as if It had no end. 

/ am a worldly girl with no home 

I pretend we are all unlguely united. 

(feel the crashing waves of culture In Paris. 

I touch the B>oar's Mouth In Pisa, along a fairytale dream. 

I worry of whom (belong to. 

(cry at the Injustices faced by other people, as If they were my own. 

I am a worldly girl with no home. 

I understand how to respect the annoying patterns of dual-language 

flights. 

i say It's all In the pursuit of knowledge. 

(dream of writing of all these tales, 

l trig to remember not everyone wants their culture exposed. 

/ hope they understand l am one of them. 

/ am a worldly girl with no home. 

/\nn /\bnc£j 
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If you’re in a public place with nothing to do, people 

watching will keep you busy; after all there’s people 

everywhere. Never let them see you; they might think 

you’re creepy. But what if they do see me? Just laugh and 

look away; they’re a stranger, it doesn’t really matter 

what they think I guess; some places are good for 

people watching and some places aren’t; malls are good; 

so are busy streets; sometimes concerts aren’t good for 

people watching. But why not? Because sometimes all 

the people look the same, since they like the same 

music. Some people you will always remember, even 

though you never knew them; the Japanese girl with 

short hair and cool sneakers; the French woman with 

the disgusting feet; the little boy gnawing on a carrot 

stick; after all, the world has 6 billion people; you can 

never know everyone; but you can always pretend to. 



Michael Harry 

A cheerful man exits swiftly; 
His road is less traversed than most, 
Others talked of him often. 
Some remain immortal in their wealth; while others 
silently die. 

The people of the country are praying; 
While the sweeping hand of loss touches all like a 
plague. 
The bank sits and waits. 
Many decimated people scream at the bank 
To their fearless leader they turn 
And a nation carefully carries on, waiting for the chaos 

to end. 



I am endearing and independent 
i. “ % ^0 ;aS'' . 

I wonder what will happen in the future 

I hear people calling my name 

I see my family reaching toward me 

a£ ' ... I want to ^ake them prgud ..-I 

L am independent 

I pretend that I am without feaf, 

I feel the pressure buildiAgjm^'5 

I touch the one that hold^^^^^ffi 

jEfclrett-dafecause. 

I try ©€*» 

I hope God will gBS 

I am endearing arS 



Tennis 
By: Nathan Nolan 

My eyes lock with my opponent 

My heart pumps as I wait for the serve 

Deuce, Deuce the game is lock to Deuce 

The crowd waits with wondering eyes 

The serve is up; on its way 

It is in and the move to my right 

I have tried many years with all my might 

Senor year, its down to this, one more match till the end 

I hit it back, so does he back and forth will this silly game 

This is state, this is the best it gets 

To win it all 

To be the best 



Dream of Night 

Starry night winter breeze blows 

Fate hovers on death’s precipice 

Piercing gaze of mother earth 

Reaches my soul in ways unimaginable 

Lives lost, Lives found 

Different ways my heart is bound 

Light breaches horizon’s dark wall 

Dawn approach1 

By: Connor Kavanaugh 
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I 
I am diligent and a perfectionist 

I wonder what life has in store for me 
.. . 

la# 

I see the bright future ahead of 

I want to have a day where nothing goes wrong 
I am diligent and a perfectionist 

I Pretend to have it all together, when actually I’m a complete mess 

I feel pleased when I’m rewarded for my hard work 
I touch the life of Courtney Stonskas. =] Jjb- A 
J||l worry that I’ll let someone down 

I cry if things don’t always turn out the way I want them to 
-f-an^diligent and a perfectionist 

vy 

ys. 

7% I understand that no one is perfect, though I try to be sometimes 
I say, “Everything’s ok in the end. If it’s not ok, it’s hot the end.” 

I dream of being sy ccessful 
I try my hardest in everything I do ® 

I hope my hard work pays off ^ 
l am diligent and a perfectionist 

At 

, ByMichelle y^demeyer V 
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w Stream of Consciousness 

An uncorrupted mind is a wonderful thing; living in the norm can be 

a horribly dull waste of time; show your true colors; let loose your 

complete and utter immaturity; throw all thoughts of conforming to 

those wonderful whistling winds; always live by the words of Ricky 

Martin and live la vida loca; dance around like an April Fool; let eve¬ 

ryone know you don’t care what they think; originality is something 

to strive for; a simple, normal life is to be avoided like the plague; 

give a complete stranger a hug when they are looking kind of blue; 

be sure to participate in silliness everyday; believe that laughter and 

imagination are the best medicine; use your ability to stand out like 

a rainbow in a room full of gray; battle it out with the urge to fit in; 

burst out laughing in dead silence creating a sea of happy faces (or 

maybe irritated ones); your opinion is the only one that truly mat¬ 

ters; pick up a book every once in a while; while you read let the 

pages fly and let your imagination soar; live life to the fullest; do not 

go jumping out of planes unless you have a death wish; dream of 

pirates, genies, and unicorns; maybe even listen to the voices in 

your head, they might have some great ideas; laugh out loud; 

dream big; learn something new everyday; the yellow brick road of 

life has many paths to choose from which I can say with 99.9% cer¬ 

tainty there will be no flying monkeys within; allow the songs inside 

the soul escape for the world to enjoy; always speak your mind but 

never allow your thoughts to be stolen; be the odd ball out and be 

proud of your individuality for it is your key to survival; never deny 

your true self for the phony generic you that has been seen count¬ 

less times in so many others; and most importantly: always dance 

in the rain. 

By: Kristyn Griesbach^ 





An Argument With Parents 

Take a deep breath; now take another and let it out slowly; repeat as many 
times as you need until you are cairn enough to think, really think; your parents 
may be annoying, but in time, many of their seemingly dumb and irrational 
rules wili become clear; now, when you are more rational, open your moth to 
speak, but make sure no one else is talking before you do; don't interrupt; that 
just serves to make everything worse; parents do not appreciate having some¬ 
one interject into their spiel about your latest screw up, especially with snide, 
rude comments; because you are the only one talking, there is no need to 
raise your voice; that too just causes problems; as the voices get louder, the 
tension rises and as the tension rises, so does the anger ievei; no matter how 
angry you become, never express your anger through your favorite swear 
word, that just furthers your problems; how many parents like to hear their child 
use words that are not deemed appropriate in most places?; not many; now 
that you have managed to keep your voice down and the cuss works out of 
your dialogue, the challenge becomes keeping these good conversation skills 
going; when the argument begins to escalate, take a deep breath; then take 
another; while taking these deep breaths think, think, think; this way, you will 
not say something you will want to later take back; also, while you are breath¬ 
ing, weed our the necessary points in your argument from the irrelevant infor¬ 
mal ion that you feel the need to interject and then only say the necessary in¬ 
formation; when the thought of the last time you had the same argument with 
you parents comes to mind, push the thought away; it can only hurt your side; 
no if won't hurt; t won't even think of it I don't core about that anymore; even 
though you say that now, when you really get to arguing, it will matter; bite 
your tongue; what went wrong in the past conversations can be avoided here 
if you just listen to what your parents have to say—-who knows, you may get 
lucky and they could contradict themselves, therefore giving you something 
to bring up later, when it is your turn to talk, of course; the most important items 
to remember when you stat your side of the argument is to be rational, keep 
your language under control and to think; the fun part, that is the cussing and 
complaining about how big of jerks of jerks your parents are comes later, 
when you are feliing the entire event to you friends. 

ArbAmancIa Ploof 



The Wonder of Summer Love 

I see the beauty, like summer nights and careful first 
love- 

Two figures sway as a radio plays in cool, night air. 

You greeted me with care, your smiling, bright face. 

I listened to your hopes and dreams in the night, 

Our feet clumsily stepping in the moon’s shine. 

When conversations quieted and dreams were told 

You danced with me, staring down at your feet. 

Both of our hearts beat faster in time. 

The ever-glowing light inside my soul, showed its true 
self to you and the stars. 

Now we lie here, feet in the water, hoping these moments 
would stand still forever. 

But a brighter horizon awakened the day, and a darker 
twilight has yet to send it away. 

Love is a thing of stories, the thing children dream about. 

Our love blooms as the world turns round. 

Our relationship grows stronger with understanding. 

My love is as endless as the night sky, my devotion like 
shining stars. 

It is the desire of the heart, the determination behind my 
work. 

A path beside the road that we both turned to follow. 

The path where our turning, twisting lives will meet; 

Where you and I shall go, young and care free. 
Go carefully; you go with my heart, 

For the people we care for we will always remember 

Kayla Kaasa 
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you threw up, CATCH HER OR YOU WILL 
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I’tr 

falling 

anymore. Go to all practicesifyou 
choose not to listen to me, then you will 

get stuck flowering in front. “What’s f!ow- 

When you don't go to practice , you don't 

■ -V • 

cause you will get hot. You will work very 
hard these 3 hours. You will stretch, run, 
stretch (again more intensely), jump, do 

kicks, do abs, lunges, pushups, work 
your butt off stunting, yell, be yelled at, 



Irosgtoe 
This is how you imagine; open your mind to your 

surroundings, think like no other; paint a picture of the 

unreal, the surreal; be crazier than any other person- 
alive or dead; keep fast to the ties of your creative 
mind- never let them waver; this is what makes you 
special, unique; let this side show, to yourself, anyone, 
everyone, just let it out! Express y ourself however 
possible; Dance! Sing! Write! Draw! Create! Imagine 
the world upside down, on it’s side, at an angle; view 
everything from a different angle; think outside the 
box, your comfort zone, the world, the universe; just 

think; think of weird objects, creatures, or even 
conversations; have you ever had an imaginary friend? 

Well of course I have, but that was years ago; Why 
only years ago and not now, too? Did a material friend 

laugh, jab, tease? Or perhaps a sibling, parent, 
grandparent, cousin, family friend convinced you of 
craziness for talking to air—the bad, insane, no one 
wants to be around you crazy, not the good, creative, 
imaginative crazy; well this is how to get your friend 

and imagination back; create, believe, hope, imagine! 

By Amanda Blanche 



I Am 
am a Red Sox fan, devoted and always negative towards other teams, 

I wonder how our pitching staff is going to hold up for the year to come, 

I hear the shouts of mad Yi 

I see David Orti; 

tom of the nun 

ig a grand slam when we are down 

I want 

Tampa 

If touch my 

I worry 

laying for 

game with mv dad to support 
- A 

[I am a Red Sox fan, devoted and always negative towards other teams, 



Flash! 
In less then a second it’s done. 

Pose. 
Smile. 
Snap. 

It’s over. 
A photograph can say so much with so little. 

Except it never truly captures what’s important. 
Feelings. 
Emotions. 
Thoughts. 

Are what is not expressed. 
They say a photograph is worth a thousand words. 

Is it really? 
What about the other thousands of words? 



I Am 

I am an absorbed bookworm 

I wonder if the story will leave its pages, for 

I hear the distinctive voices all around 

I see their features plain and clear, and that is why c 
I want them to be mbrd than words 

1 am an absorbed bookworm - : - ^ 4 ^ v ^ 

I pretend to be part of it all ;; 

I feel the emotions raging through me 

I toubh the pages, hoping to go through 

I cry when their pain becomes too much, 

I am an absorbed bookworm 

I understand books are only entertaining stories, but 

I say they could be more 

I dream they Ore ds real as me, so i=;- 

I am an absorbed bookworm 
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Imagine life from the outside. 

Everyday becomes ingrained, as if a monotonous routine. 

All insecurities get packed away; 

Hidden in the layers of soul. 

Nurture small world ambition. 

Anything I can aspire I can accomplish. 

Optimistic about the knowledge of a better life. 

I am a force behind my destiny. 

Life may be small, but live it large, 

The end might come too soon. 

Cherish everything; absorb it like a sponge. 

Do not wish for a redo, do not hold back. 

In a world full of distractions, it's hard to think clearly. 

Listening to the unspoken voices crowding my head. 

On the brink of losing my mind. 

I am different, deceiving, doubtful, daring; I am me. 

Kelli Golinghorst 
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rEHese rnords unspoken 

CX011I6 mean a lifetime af sadness 

tEljeae rnords unspoken could mean a multitude of regrets 

fEfjese rnords unspoken 

Qouik mean an unfulfilled life 

Tkcse mords unspoken 

dould mean Hurt looed ones 

Tkese mords unspoken once left unspoken, 

dan neoer le Heard. 



The Cake 

They left me to bake the cake. 

My confidence was weak. 

I collected the ingredients. 

The beaters tugged at the batter 

As they went round and round. 

Millions of torn pieces of brown chocolate. 

Sprinkles, like jewels shining in the sun. 

Spoonful upon spoonful, I added frosting. 

Eyes fell on the delicious cake, 

As I cut it into pieces. 

For them it was like bam! 

Not a piece was saved. 





I am anxious and alert. 
I wonder what I was like at their age. 

I hear the laughter behind their smiles. 
I want to be little and carefree again. 

I am anxious and alert. 

I pretend I have no worries. 
I feel the rubber seams beneath my fingers. 

I touch the net for good luck. 
I worry that I will forget to blow the whistle. 

I cry inside when a kid falls down. 
I am anxious and alert. 

I understand now, what it is like from the referee s point ol view. 
I say the pledge with the children at the beginning ot each game. 

I try to do my personal best. 
I dream of how they will be in the future. 

I hope that they continue playing sports and never forget to have 
fun. 

I am anxious and alert. 

By: Brianna Meyer 



The Lovable Loser 

Will Aden 

I am a Cub's fan, devoted and always positive. 

I wonder about next year. 

I hear the roar of the crowd after a playoff win. 

I see champagne bottles being sprayed. 

I wantjust one World Series win. , 

I am a Cub's fan, devoted and always positive. 

I pretend I'm watching the final game of the World Series 

I feel the pain when we get so close every year. 

I touch my Cub's hat thinking about next year. 

I worry about every game they play. 

I cry after every playoff loss. 

I am a Cub's fan, devoted and always positive. 

I understand the countless curses. 

I say wait 'til next year. 

I dream of that one World Series win. 

I try to keep the dream alive. 

I hope for the one win that will disprove all of the curses. 

I am a Cub's fan, devoted and always positive. 



How to survive High School 
Always do your homework, always come to 

school, if you don't you fail, stay out of the 

way of upper classman, don't let upper¬ 

classman push you around, always listen to 

your teachers, if you don't listen to your 

teachers they will yell in your ear, make the 
By: Ryan Greenwood 

most of high school, have fun, know that 

there is no such things as too much fun, do 

all of the extra credit, be the best you can 

be, and always have fun. 
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Invisible 
By: Samantha Dickey 

You are invisible, losing love can make you lost, having no friends, you have no past, 
being lonely without a friend, leaving behind all the good trends, being invisible, with no 

one but you, making you do things you do not want to do, being a girl, being a boy, 
trying so hard just to fit in, nothing you do is ever good for them, being there then here, 
you never know which one to fear, hiding somewhere where they can not find you, there 
is no one there to back you up, you are all alone, people care only about themselves; you 

are stuck, standing in place of your old self, never thinking, every thought only about 
you, you can not give in, staying strong is all you can manage, you need to be free, stay 

alive in your heart and mind, there is no one hut you and your mind, having just one life 
to live, You are invisible, you are all alone, there is a light at the end, there can be no one 
but you there, having to think is having no thought, losing your words because you just 

got caught, sticking alone with your shadow and your imaginary friend, having no words 
to say, you are close, step by step you take, losing your mind to your imagination, saying 
that you mean it when you really do not, the world is in the universe, you can make it if 

you try, be there when no one else can, having to make the world your life, you are here 
yet you are not, your mind is a rebel in your own body, your heart can beat without you, 
having no one is like having to wait, you can see the sun yet you see the moon, you have 

no friends, there can be no one but you, you are alone no one believes in you; you are 
invisible, seeing the wind is like seeing the rain, trying to fit in while being the same, 

there can be no one but you, you are what you are and no one can change the fact of life, 

You are Invisible 
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The Art of Wrestling 
Adam Perrin 

To be a champion, it makes it that much harder 
i think of the nature of nerves, knowing 

So quickly, the match could change 

And I cannot let the nerves slow me down 

My opponent looks at me vaguely, 
Swallowing his bloody spit 

Staring at my red singlet 
He walks in confidence like a lion 

Dim lights shining right on us 
The color of the mat is red and gray 

I met him in his pride beneath the American Flag 
And he lives where the best grow, Iowa. 

A long thought of winning and losing 
The focus between us cannot be interrupted 
My confidence is right where it needs to be 
Controlling Mm, my opponent is my slave 

Now fades his confidence on the spot 
And he grew weak like a baby lamb 
A divine champion exhales in relief 

I celebrate with my friends and family 





I Am 

I am a Lancer football player 

1 wonder when our time to wiri state will come 

I hear the crowd going wild as we walk down the tunnel 

I see the filed underneath the lights 

1 want to pancake anyone who gets in my way 

I am a lancer football player 

4 ‘|g|, 

I pretend to be calm hs I wait to take the field 

1 feel a rush of adrenaline as I walk down thf tunnel 

I touch the laces before I snap 
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I understand what it takes to win A 

I say that there is no better game to play 
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I hope we wiU still be playing by this time next year 

I try my hardest every game 

1 am a Lancer football player. 

Grayson Schmidt 



Photo By: Alaina Hill 

Footsteps and Hoofbeats 
I am nature’s heartbeat, the rhythm of the earth 

I wonder if I can live up to my potential 

I hear the trees whispering weather warnings 

I see the clouds bringing in the summer storm 

I want to hide myself in your warm brown eyes 

I am nature’s heartbeat, the rhythm of the earth 

I pretend that I am brave and strong 

I feel the wind singing sorrowful laments 

I touch the wind, finding it in your mane 

I worry you will take off with it one day 

I cry at the thought of you leaving without me 

1 am nature’s heartbeat, the rhythm of the earth 

I understand that there is never an easy path 

I say 1 will not expect one 

I dream of finding one anyway, your lead rope leading me 

I try to go on as best I can 

I hope that I will find the end of my path one day 

I am nature’s heartbeat, the rhythm of the earth 



WM 
I am a sojourner, a seeker of the truth 

X wonder how far I will make it 

I hear the agonized wails as dreams go up in smoke 

I see the winners; the conquerors, as they rise to the top 

I want to be one of those winners 

I am a sojourner, a seeker of the prize 

I pretend that I know the answer 

I feel like I could make it to the top 

I touch the glass ceiling 

I worry as to what this means; can I break through? 

I cry every time I see another unsuccessful traveler crash to the ground 

I am a sojourner, a seeker of the prize 

I understand that everyone hits these ceilings 

I say that I can handle it, that I can overcome 

I dream of what I see on the other side 

I try to break through 

I hope that I hear the glass cracking 

I am a sojourner, a seeker of the prize 

—‘Travis %§.ed 





Friendship 

By: Abbie Cahill 

The arms of friendship jj 

our faces gleam with laughter 

forever surround me 

IT and smiles 

we are tempted to stop in 

white f 
pthat moment and stay for a 

friends have smiles like; 

the darkness 11 
stars, always shining through 

they have touchteci 

thoughts 
my soul with sounds of their life 

as at6hesome friend | hates the deafening silence 

tame along the rescue the the caring companior 

lonely ; 

our truest friends are 

worst of times , f 
§HR; those that remain during the 

while friendships 

an eternity 
Ifade, these memories last for 




